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ABSTRACT 
Much of operator theory hangs its coat on the spectral theorem, but the latter is 
exclusive to normal operators. Likewise, isometries are well understood via the Wold 
decomposition. It is von Neumann's inequality that enables a functional calculus for 
arbitrary contractions on Hilbert spaces. There are essentially two avenues that lead 
to von Neumann, one being the analytical theory of positive maps, the other marked 
by geometric dilation theorems. These diverse lines of approach are in fact unified 
by the inequality. Although our main focus is von Neumann's inequality, for which 
we provide four different proofs, we shall, however, periodically indulge in sorne of 
its intricate cousins. 
iii 
ABRÉGÉ 
La théorie des opérateurs bornés sur un espace d'Hilbert repose sur la théorie 
spectrale. Mais ce dernier est exclusivement réservé pour les opérateurs normaux. 
Pareillement, la décomposition de Wold nous aide comprendre les isométries. C'est 
l'inégalité de von Neumann qui nous supplie avec un calcul fonctionnel pour une 
contraction quelconque définie sur un espace d'Hilbert. Il y a en effet deux méthodes 
d'approche a l'inégalité, une géomtrique, tandis que l'autre touche a la théorie des 
fonctions positives. Notre sujet principal est cette inégalité, comme nous donnons 
quatre preuves de celui-ci, mais parfois nous irons fréquenter ses voisins proches. 
iv 
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CHAPTER 1 
Introduction and Prelirninary Concepts 
1.1 Sorne Background 
A modest knowledge of operator theory and the basic properties of C* -algebras 
suffices to understand what lies ahead. Walter Rudin's texts [1] and [2] and Conway's 
book on functional analysis [3] provide ample background for the reader. We graze 
over sorne first princip les here for the sake of completeness after which we shall 
introduce certain concepts that will appear in subsequent sections. 
If A is a unit al Banach Algebra and x one of its members, the spectrum 
0"( x) = p. Ete; Àe - x is not invertible} 
and spectral radius r(x) = SUP>"EO"(X) IÀI are algebraic notions that are married with 
the metric world through the spectral radius formula 
r(x) = lim Ilxnl1 1/ n = inf Ilxnlll/n. 
n-+oo n~l 
Recall that a C* -algebra A is a Banach algebra with involution having the C*-
property, that is Ilxx*11 = IIxl1 2 for every x in A. Rest assured that aIl C*-algebras 
here are unital. We'll denote the multiplicative identity element by eA, or we might 
drop the subscript A and simply write e when the context is clear. The C* -property 
in conjunction with the spectral radius formula guarantees the uniqueness of such a 
norm. lndeed, if y = y* is self-adjoint, then a simple induction gives IIy2k 11 1/ 2k = Ilyll, 
1 
and passing to the limit gives r(y) = Ilyll. Now supposing Il . 111 and Il . 112 two C*-
norms, then for every x in A, 
Ilxlli = Ilxx*111 = r(xx*) = Ilxx*112 = Ilxll~· 
If a is a normal element of a C*-algebra A, a functional calculus is at hand, 
more precisely, there is an isometric *-isomorphism 
\lI: C(o-(a)) ~ C*(a) 
whereby \lI(p) = p(a) for any complex polynomial p. Know that 
C*(a) = cl( {p(a, a*) ; p E C[X, Y]}) ÇA 
is the commutative norm closed *-subalgebra generated by a. Practically, this means 
that given a continuous function f defined on o-(a), we may associate to it a unique 
element f(a) E A whose spectrum is given nicely by 
A C*-algebra also has an order structure induced by the norm closed convex 
cone of positive elements A+, 
A+ = {a E A 1 a = a*,o-(a) ç [O,oo[} = {x*x 1 x E A}. 
If p E A+, we'll write p 2: O. The ordering is thus defined as 
p 2: q ~ p - q E A+ ~ P - q 2: O. 
2 
The Gelfand-Naimark-Segal construction yields a remarkable result that states 
that every C*-algebra can be isometrically *-isomorphically represented as a norm 
closed *-subalgebra of operators on a Hilbert space. Since positivity is preserved by 
*-isomorphism, if 7r :--+ B(1i) is such a representation, the positive elements in A 
coincide with the positive operators that are contained in the representation 7r(A). 
Of course, an operator T E B(H) is positive if and only if (Tx, x) 2: 0 for every 
vector x in H. 
Every member of an Algebra with involution has a CaTtesian Decomposition, 
that is we can write x = u + iv where u and v are self-adjoint, indeed, 
x = ~(x + x*) +i ~i(X* - x). 
'-v--' '--v--' 
u v 
Moreover, recall that a self-adjoint element x of a C* -algebra A enjoys its unique or-
thogonal representation x = p - q, where p and q are both positive, and pq = qp = O. 
In fact, making use of the functional calculus, p = j+(x) and q = j-(x) where 
f+(t) = max{t, O} and f-(t) = max{O, -t} are defined on O"(x) ç IR. 
1.2 The C*-algebra Mn(A) 
In addition to its rich structure each C*-algebra induces a sequence of C*-
algebras with their proper norms and order structures. We develop them here. 
Let's begin with the most basic of aIl C*-algebras, B(H), the bounded operators 
on a Hilbert space H. If n is a positive integer we'll denote by Mn(B(H) the set of 
n x n matrices with entries being operators on our Hilbert space H. The prototypical 
3 
member of Mn(B(H) looks like (1ij)l5,i,j5,n' and is referred to as an operator matrix. 
The basic matricial operations of addition, multiplication and scalar multiplication 
ensue because of those very operations in B(H). Now set 
so that Mn(B(H) is now a *-algebra. What cornes next is to implement a norm on 
Mn(B(H) making it into a C*-algebra. To this end consider the space 
H(n) = H œ ... œ H = { 
obtained by the direct sum of n copies of H, where vector addition and scalar mul-
tiplication are performed componentwise. There is a natural inner product 
YI ) 
Yn 
that makes H(n) into a Hilbert space with norm 
2 
There is a natural way to regard an element (Iij) in Mn(B(H)) as a linear map 
on Hn, via 
4 
n 
Xn LTnjXj 
j=1 
( )
1/2 
Claim: (Tij ) as defined is bounded linear on 7t(n), and in fact Il (Tij ) Il op ::; L:i,j Illij II~p . 
This follows directly from the definitions and Cauchy-Schwartz; 
2 2 
We thus have an identification 7r : Mn(B(7t)) -+ B(7t(n)). for the sake of clarity let 
(Tij ) denote the operator matrix as an element of Mn(B(H)) and 7r((7ij)) denote the 
5 
2 
operator on H(n) as defined ab ove. 
Proposition 1 The map 7r : Mn(B(H)) ---7 B(H(n)) is a bijective *-homomorphism 
of algebras. 
Proof: The diagonal matrix diag(IH, ... ,IH ) is certainly the identity operator on 
H(n). Additivity, multiplicativity, the star property and injectivity are straightfor-
ward . 
• Additivity: 
n 
~.~)TIjXj + SljXj) 
j=l 
n 
I)Tnjxj + SnjXj) 
j=1 
6 
n 
I)TIj + Slj )Xj 
j=1 
n 
I)Tnj + Snj)Xj 
j=1 
• Multiplicativity: 
Xn 
• Star-property: 
n 
Xl YI 
LTljXj 
YI 
( 1f ((T,j)) ) ( j=l ) ~ t (t, (T;jXj, Yi)) -
n 
Xn Yn LTnjXj Yn 
j=l 
n 
Xl L~~Yi ( i=l ) -
n 
Xn LTi~Yi 
i=l 
7 
=\ 
YI ) 
Yn 
Hence, (n[(Tij)])* = n[(Tji)] = n[(Tij )*] as desired . 
• lnjectivity: Suppose n[(Tij)] = n[(Sij)] as linear operators on 1-l(n) , then for 
any single x E 1-l we'll have 
x X T11x Sux 
0 0 T21 X S21 X 
n[(Tij)] = n[(Sij)] ===? 
0 0 Tn1x SnlX 
so that Til x = Sil x for 1 ::; i ::; n, and since x was arbitrary, Til = Sil for 
1 ::; i ::; n. Replacing the column vector (x, 0, ... ,O)t with the column vector 
(O, ... ,:J;, ... O)t, one sees how Tij = Sij for every i, j. 
J 
Let 's now look at the surjectivity of the identification. Denote by Ej the linear 
o 
operator Ej : 1-l ---+ 1-l(n) , defined by Ej : x r-----+ x ,where x is in the jth slot. 
o 
It is immediate that its adjoint E; is the metric projection operator Pjthat sends a 
column vector in 1i(n) to its jth component. lndeed, 
8 
0 
\ Ejx, 
Yi ) =\ Yi ) = (X, Yj)" = (X, P, Yi X hi. 
Yn ll.<n) Yn Yn 
0 
If T belongs to B(H(n)), define for 1 ::; i, j ::; n, the operator on H given by Tij = 
EiTEj. We concludethat 7r is onto by verifying that 7r[(Tij)] = T. To that end let 
x = (Xl' . .. ,xn)t be arbitrary in H(n), 
n 
E;TLEjxj 
j=l 
n 
E~TLEjxj 
j=l 
n 
LE;TEjxj 
j=l 
n 
LE~TEjxj 
j=l 
=Tx. 
D 
This identification Mn(B(H)) = B(H(n)) enables us to now implement a norm on 
Mn(B(H)) that makes it a C*-algebra, specifically, 
9 
We can now drop the 7f and sim ply regard (Tij) as an operator matrix as weIl as 
bounded operator on 1{)n). Of course, questions concerning positivity and operator 
norms of these operator matrices will arise and play an important role throughout 
this text. 
Proposition 2 Let (Tij) belonging to Mn(B(H)). Then (Tij) is positive considered 
as an operator on H(n) if and only if for every choice of n vectors Xl, ... ,Xn in H, 
the scalar matrix ((TijXj, Xi)) is positive. 
Proof: First suppose that ((TijXj, Xi)) is a positive scalar matrix for any choice of 
vectors Xl,"" Xn belonging to H and show positivity of (Tij ). Let x = (Xl"," Xn)t E 
H(n) , 
n 
Xl Xl 
LTljXj 
Xl 
( (T,;) )~( j=l ) ((Tij )x, X)1t(n) 
n 
Xn Xn LTnjXj Xn 
j=l 
n n n n 
L(LTijXj,Xi) = LL(TijXj,Xi) 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 
1 1 
( ( (T;;x;, x,)) ) ~ O. 
1 1 
en 
Conversely, suppose the operator (Tij ) on H(n) is positive, and let Xl, ... ,Xn belong 
to 'Ji while c = (Cl, ... ,cn)t be a column vector of complex numbers. Then 
10 
Cl Cl 
(( (1ijXj, Xi) )C, C)Cn (((1ijXj,Xi)) ) 
Cn Cn 
n 
L Cj(TljXj, Xl) 
Cl ( j=l ) 
n 
L Cj(TnjXj, Xn) Cn 
j=l 
n n n n 
- L(L Cj(1ijXj,Xi),Ci)c = LL(Cj(1ijXj,Xi),Ci)C 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 
n n n n 
LLCjCi(1ijXj,Xi) = LL(Tij(CjXj), (CiXi)) 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 
) ~ o. 
D 
Proposition 3 Suppose Tl, T2 , • •• ,Tn E B(H), and P E B(H) a positive opemtor, 
then the opemtor matrix (I:* PTj ) is always positive in B(H(n)). 
Proof: Gleaning from the above computations we don't have to be so detailed in our 
computation. Denote by S the positive square root of P. If x = (Xl, ... ,xn)t E H(n), 
n n n n 
((Tt PTj )x, x) LL(TtPTjxj,Xi) = LL(STjxj,STiXi) 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 
11 
~-'. 
as claimed. 
o 
Having looked at how the bounded operators on a Hilbert space yield a whole 
sequence of C*-algebras Mn (B(1-l)) with their proper norms and order structures, 
we now turn to the general case. Given any C* -algebra A how does one go about 
defining the *-algebras Mn(A) and subsequently ascribing norms and orderings. It's 
simple. First, as expected, define Mn(A) to be all n x n matrices with entries in 
A equipped with the natural matricial operations of addition, multiplication, scalar 
multiplication and involution. 
(aij), (bij ) E Mn(A) ~ ( aij) + (bij ) = (aij + bij ), 
n 
(aij), (bij ) E Mn(A) ~ (aij) . (bij ) = (L aikbkj), 
k=l 
(aij) E Mn(A), a E te ~ a(aij) = (aaij) 
(aij) E Mn(A) ~ (aij)* = (aji)' 
It's not difficult to see how these operations give Mn(A) the structure of a *-algebra 
with unit IMn(A) = diag(e, ... , e). Next, choose an isometric representation (*-
preserving, algebra homomorphism) 7r : A -> B(1-l) of A on sorne Hilbert space 
so that A can be identified with a closed *-subalgebra of B(1-l). The word choose 
rnay cause sorne anxiety, but rest assured, it will soon be appeased. Define the rnap 
12 
It is immediate that 7rn is a one-to-one *-homomorphism so that Mn(A) can be 
identified as a *-subalgebra of Mn(B(H)). Evidently we have the induced norm 
It remains to verify that the image of the representation 7rn(Mn(A)) ç Mn(B(H)) 
is indeed closed to ensure that Mn(A) as constructed is a C*-algebra. But this is a 
consequence of the fact that 7r(A) ç B(H) is closed, for if {Ak}k:l = {(afj)}k::l is 
sequence of matrices in Mn(A) and {Ak} ~ (Tij) E Mn(B(H)) in operator norm, 
then in fixing i,j we have that {7r(afj)h k~ Tij E B(H) as weIl, so that Tij belongs 
to the representation 7r(A) for each i and j. 
FinaIly, since norms on C*-algebras are unique, the norm on Mn(A) defined in this 
fashion is independent of the particular representation of A that we chose. As a 
*-subalgebra of Mn(B(H)), Mn(A) inherits an ordering, and because 7rn is a *-
isomorphism onto its image, positive elements in the domain and co-domain coincide, 
that is (aij) E Mn(A)+ if and only if the operator matrix (7r(aij)) is positive as an 
operator on H(n). 
Let us now turn our attention to two important examples of these structures. 
13 
Example 1: Mn(Mk(C)). 
The simple st example of a Hilbert space is the k-dimensional complex Hilbert space 
1i = Ck , and in turn, the C* -algebra of bounded operators on Ck are the k x k com-
plex matrices B(Ck) = Mk(C) = Mk. In accordance with our work ab ove , for any 
positive integer n we obtain a new C*-algebra Mn(Mk). A question emerges, namely 
whether or not Mn(Mk) can be identified with Mnb and it is not difficult to see why 
the answer is in the affirmative. Beginning with a member of Mn(Mk), simply 'erase' 
the additional parentheses in order to obtain a matrix in Mnk . One quickly gathers 
that this association defines a *-isomorphism, hence by the uniqueness of a C*norm, 
these structures viewed as C* -algebras are one in the same. This identification has 
bearing on positivity in that an element of Mn(Mk) will be positive if and only the 
corresponding matrix in Mnk is positive. This fact will be of much avail later on. 
Example 2: Mn(C(X)). 
Let X be a compact Hausdorff space. We know that the continuous complex-
valued functions on X, C(X), is the blueprint for a commutative C*-algebra with 
identity. This fact is essentially the Gelfand-Naimark Theorem which states that 
every unit al commutative C* -algebra is isometrically *-isomorphic to the continuous 
Gelfand transforms on the maximal ideal space of the algebra. Involution in C(X) 
is simply conjugation, f*(x) = f(x). Let us take a doser look at Mn(C(X)), and 
perhaps get our hands on a norm. Every element F = (Iij) in Mn(C(X)) can be 
viewed as a matrix valued function on X, that is, a mapping 
14 
F : X ----+ Mn(rC) 
F : x f-----t Uij(X)) E Mn(C). 
Topologically speaking we now show that such a map F is continuous. To this end 
let x E X and é > O. Each fij is continuous at x, so there are n2 open sets indexed 
by i, j, Uij ç X, with the property that for each fixed i and j 1 fij (y) - fij (x) 1 < é / n 
whenever y E Uij . Now set U = n~j=l Uij . Provided that x belong to the open set 
U we will have 
hence F : X ---+ (Mn, Il . IIMn ) is continuous. Conversely, given a continuous matrix 
valued function defined on X, say F, for fixed i, j, set fij : X ---+ C that maps an 
element x E X to the (i,j)th component of the scalar matrix F(x). For each i and 
j we know that 
for every x and y in X, so that fij is continuous as weIl. There is therefore a bijective 
correspondence between the sets Mn(C(X)) and C(X, Mn(C)). Moreover, note that 
15 
addition, multiplication, scalar multiplication and the *-operation in Mn(C(X)) coin-
cide with pointwise addition, multiplication, scalar multiplication and *-operation of 
functions in C(X, Mn(C)). For instance, if Mn(C(X)) 3 (fij) ~ F E C(X, Mn(C)) 
denotes the identification, then for every x, 
W[(fj*i)](X) = (fj*i(X)) = (fji(X)) = (fij(X))* 
F(x)* = F*(x) = W[(fij)]*(X), 
whence W[(fij)*] = W[(fij)]*. As for multiplication, 
w [(fij ) (gij )] (x) W[(t, Jikgkj)] (x) ~ (t, Jikgkj )(X)) 
(t, J.k(X )9kj(X)) ~ (fij(X)) . (gij(X)) ~ F(x) . G(x) 
(F· G)(x) = (W[(fij)]W[(gij)]) (x), 
so that w is multiplicative. The reader can easily verify the linearity of w. The 
identity in C(X) will be denoted as lx, namely lx(x) = 1 for all x E X. The 
mapping that takes each member x in X to the identity matrix In = diag(l, ... , 1) 
is the multiplicative unit in C(X, Mn(C)), whereas the unit in Mn(C(X)) is simply 
the diagonal matrix diag(lx, ... , lx) and it is evident that w takes the latter to the 
former. Thus, we as sert that Mn(C(X)) and C(X, Mn(C)) are *-isomorphic viewed 
as complex algebras. 
16 
With this identification in mind a suit able C*- norm can now be defined on Mn(C(X)). 
More precisely, given F = (fij) in Mn(C(X)), it makes sense to set 
IIFIIMn(C(X)) = sup IIF(x)IIMn • 
xEX 
Clearly this norm is weIl defined that admits the C* - property. WeIl, we know that 
Mn is a C*-algebra, so given F E C(X, Mn) and x E X, 
II(F. F*)(x)IIMn = II(F(x)· F*(x)IIMn = II(F(x)· F(x)*IIMn = II(F(x)llitn , 
and taking supremums over an x in X gives us the desired property 
By uniqueness, this is the only norm that makes Mn(C(X)) into a C*-algebra. An 
ordering naturaIly ensues, indeed F E Mn(C(X)) is positive if and only if F(x) is a 
positive scalar matrix for each x in X. 
We now embark in a seemingly useless and pedantic exercise, but which will 
prove to be of sorne use later on. An alternate approach in defining the algebra 
Mn(A) is via tensor products. We trust the reader is vaguely familiar with these 
creatures, as sorne rudimentary facts might be stated without justification. Not to 
worry, the uninformed reader should get over the rubs fairly weIl. If A and B are 
algebras then the algebraic tensor product A@ B is also an algebra which is obtained 
by extending the multiplication of simple tensors, (al 0 bl ) . (a2 0 b2) = ala2 0 bl b2, 
linearly. If eA and eB are the units of A and B respectively, the unit of the tensor 
17 
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product is then eA ® eB. If A and B both have involutions then so does A ® B, given 
by (a®b)* = a* ®b*. By this token, for any C*-algebra A, Mn(C) ®A is certainly an 
algebra with involution. It highly resembles an algebra we have already encountered. 
Proposition 4 Let A be a C* -algebra, then there is a *-isomorphism of algebras 
Proof: Let {Eij }r,j=l denote the canonical basis for Mn(!C), where E ij is the matrix 
with single entry 1 in the (i, j)th slot. By linear independence of this basis, every 
element t in Mn (C) ® A has unique representation of the form 
n 
t = L E ij ® aij· 
i,j=l 
By unique we mean that the aij 's are unique. Thus the map 
n 
1f : (aij) 1----* L E ij ® aij 
i,j=l 
is weIl defined and clearly bijective. Linearity foIlows directly from the linear proper-
ties of tensor products. The unit diag( e, ... , e) is mapped to En ® e + ... + Enn ® e = 
(En + ... + Enn) ® e = In ® e which is the multiplicative identity of the tensor product 
Mn ® A. 80 far so good. As for the *-property, 
n n 
1f[(aji)] = L E ij ® aji = L Eji ® aji 
i,j=l i,j=l 
18 
7r is certainly *-preserving. Verifying that 7r is multiplicative gets rather messy, and 
in the process we shan need the following fact that is quite easily checked: 
if j = k 
otherwise. 
n n n n 
L LEij ® aikbkj = L LEikEkj ® aikbkj 
i,j=l k=l i,j=l k=l 
n n 
i,j=l k=l 
t, { (tEik 0 ai') . (tEk; 0 bk;) } 
(.t Eik ® a ik ) . (t E kj ® bkj ) 
2,k=1 J,k=l 
7r [( aij ) l7r [ (bij )], 
and the proof is now complete. 
o 
1.3 A Taste of What is to Come 
The title of this humble dissertation is A survey of von Neumann's Inequality, 
and it is only fitting that this introductory section posits, in sorne capacity, the gist 
of that which will focus our attention. Von Neumann's inequality is an operator the-
oretical statement with telling ramifications. While the Spectral Theorem provides 
a good understanding of normal operators, the upshot of von Neumann's inequality 
19 
is an extension of the functional calculus (from mere polynomials to holomorphie 
functions on the disk) for contractions. Enough of what it cioes, what is it? 
The Statement: Let T be an operator on a complex Hilbert space Ji with 
IITllop ::; 1. Suppose also that p(z) = 'L.f=ü akzk is a complex polynomial. Then the 
operator norm of p(T) = 'L.f=ü akTk is bounded by the sup-norm of the polynomial 
on the closed unit disk IlJ). That is 
IIp(T) Il op ::; IIpliD = sup Ip(z)l· 
Izl9 
Many different proofs are known, most of which are documented in this project. In 
the simpler case where Ji = Cd a clever pro of due to Wermer can be looked at im-
mediately. 
First, let us consider a unitary d x d scalar matrix W. Linear algebra says that 
we can diagonalize W and write it as W = P* DP where Pis a unitary matrix and D 
is diagonal with D = diag(À1' ... ,Àd)' Keep in mind that an the eigen-values of W, 
namely À1, . .. ,Àd have unit modulus. If p(z) = 'L.f=ü akzk is a complex polynomial 
then 
p(W) K K (K) p(P* DP) = ~ ak(P* DP)k = ~ ak P* Dk P = P* ~ akDk P 
P' (t. akdiag(,\.;, ... , ,\.~)) P = P'diag(p('\',), ... , p('\'d))P. 
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'Therefore, we can easily compute the operator norm 
IIp(W)llop sup 1 (p(W)x, y) 1 = sup 1 (diag(p(À1), ... ,p(Àd ) )Px, Py) 1 
Ilxll:S1,lIyll:S1 Ilxll:S1,lIyll:S1 
x,yECCd x,yECd 
Great! It works for unitary matrices. Now suppose T is d x d matrix with op-
erator norm IITllop ~ 1 and p a complex polynomial. We employ the Singular 
Value Decomposition in order to write T = U SV where U and V are unitary and 
S = diag(sl' ... ,Sd) with 0 ~ Sj ~ 1. for each fixed pair of unit vectors x, y E Cd 
define a function Fx,y on the polydisk lIJJd via the formula 
Fx,y is certainly an analytic function on the polydisk lIJJd, and by the maximum 
modulus theorem IFx,yl achieves its maximum value when IZll = IZ21 = ... = IZdl = 1, 
in other words, when Udiag(zl,"" Zd)V is unitary. The maximum modulus theorem 
for several variables follows easily from the single variable case. One simply must 
consider each variable at a time and repeatedly employ the theorem. Indeed, if f is 
any holomorphie function on lIJJn, then 
where IWll = 1. Repeating this argument shows that f achieves its maximum mod-
ulus at a point (Wl"'" Wd) where IWkl = 1 for each k = 1, ... , d. 
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In conjunction with what we showed for unitary matrices we have that for every pair 
x,y E Cd 
It remains to take the supremum over an pairs of unit vectors x, y E Cd, 
IIp(T)llop = sup l(p(T)x,y)1 = sup IFx,y(Sl"" ,sd)l::; IIpll]])· 
Ilx1l9,llyl19 Ilx119,llyll9 
x,yECd x,yECd 
and the inequality holds. 
D 
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CHAPTER 2 
Positive Maps and von Neumann 
2.1 Operator Systems 
Our first order of business is to develop sorne of the key ideas about positive 
maps on operator systems which coupled with a result from complex analysis will 
then be utilized in a fairly elementary proof of von Neumann's inequality. 
Definition 5 Let A be a C* -algebra. 
1. A subset 5 ç A is said ta be self-adjoint if it is closed under involution. 
That is 
x E 5 ==:;. x* E 5. 
2. If 5 ç A is a self-adjoint linear subspace and eA E 5, then we call 5 an 
operator system. 
If 5 ç A is an operator system we may speak of its self-adjoint elements, ~(5) 
and its positive elements, 5+. 
~(5) {s ; sE 5, s = s*} 
5+ {s ; s E 5, s ~ O}, 
Notice at once that the properties of 5 ensure that in writing the Cartesian decom-
position x = u + iv of an element x in 5, both u, v belong to the operator system 5. 
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However, when looking at the Orthogonal Decomposition u = p - q of a hermitian 
u E ~(S), p and q both belong to the norm closed *-algebra generated by x, namely 
C*(a) = d( {p(x, x*) ; P E CClX, Y]}), but are not necessarily members of the opera-
, tor system. Regardless, we can still write x as the difference of two positive elements 
belonging to S. Indeed, 
1 1 
x = "2(llxlle + x) - "2(llxlle - x). 
The theory of positive linear maps of C*-algebras is rich in content and powerful 
in application. A solid treatise can be found in [4] as weIl as [5]. 
Definition 6 If S is an operator system, B a C* -algebra, and q; : S ----+ B a linear 
map, we shall call q; positive provided that it maps positive elements of S to positive 
elements of B. That is, 
p ? 0 ~ q;(p) ? O. 
A few properties of positive maps will prove to be of much avail throughout this 
section. 
Proposition 7 Let S be an operator system, B a C* -algebra, and q; : S --+ B a 
positive map. Then q; is self-adjoint, that is q;(a*) = q;(a)* for every a E S. 
Proof: If u E S is hermitian then write u as a difference of positive elements in S 
and it becomes apparent that q;(u) is self-adjoint and thus q;(u*) = q;(u) = q;(u)*. 
For arbitrary a E S write a = u + iv with u and v real. Then 
q;(a*) q;(u - iv) = q;(u) - iq;(v) = q;(u)* - iq;(v)* 
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(</J(u) + i</J(v))* = </J(u + iv)* = </J(a)*. 
In the instance where B = <C, it is easy enough to prove that positive maps 
are bounded. More precisely, we have that II</JII = </J(e). When the range B is a 
C* -algebra, more care must be taken to show boundedness. First, recall that for a 
bounded operator T on Hilbert space H, the numerical radius w(T) of T is defined 
as 
w(T) = sup I(Tx,x)l, 
IIxll9 
and that this quantity coincides with the operator norm when the operator T in 
question is normal. 
Lemma 8 Let A be a C* -algebra and p, q E A with p > q > O. Then in fact 
Ilpll ~ Ilqll· 
Proof: Let 7r : A ---1- B(H) be an isometric representation with P = 7r(p) and 
Q = 7r(q), so that IIPllop = Ilpll and IIQllop = Ilqll. We know that 
(Px, x) ~ (Qx, x) ~ 0 \/x E H. 
Taking supremums we get 
IIPll op = sup (Px, x) ~ sup (Qx, x) = IIQllop' 
IIxl19 IIxll9 
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Lernrna 9 Let A be a C* -algebra and p, q E A with p, q :2: O. Then 
IIp - qll ::; max{llpll, Ilqll}· 
Proof: Again let 7r : A ---t B(H) be an isometric representation with P = 7r(p) and 
Q = 7r(q) so that IIPllop = Ilpll and IIQllop = Ilqll. Given an arbitrary x E H we have 
-(Qx,x) ::; ((P - Q)x,x) ::; (Px,x) 
where the first inequality cornes from P being positive while the latter holds because 
Q is positive. Immediately we get 
I((P - Q)x, x)1 ::; max{I(Px, x)l, I(Qx, x)I}· 
Now taking supremums and remembering that the numerical radii and operator 
norms agree for normal operators we get the desired inequality 
IIP - Qllop ::; max{IIPllop ' IIQllop}' 
Proposition 10 Let S be an operator system, B a C* -algebra and </J : S ---t B a 
positive map. Then </J is bounded, in fact 
Il </J Il op ::; 211 </J ( e ) II· 
Proof: If p E S+ then clearly 0 ::; p ::; Ilplle so that 0 ::; </J(p) ::; Ilpll . </J(e) and by 
lemma 8 we get 
Il </J(p) Il ::; Ilpll . 11</J(e)ll· 
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Now writing a self-adjoint u as a difference of positive elements 
1 1 u=~-~, 
p q 
we see that Ilpll ::::; Iluil and Ilqll ::::; Iluil. Utilizing lemma 9, positivity of cP, and above 
we obtain 
IlcP(u)11 IlcP(p - q)11 = IlcP(p) - cP(q) Il ::::; max{llcP(p) Il, IlcP(q)ll} 
< IlcP(e)ll· max{llpll, Ilqll} ::::; IlcP(e)II·llull· 
For an arbitrary x ES, writing out its Cartesian Decomposition 
1 .1. x=~+z~ 
u v 
note that Iluil ::::; Ilxll and Ilvll ::::; Ilxll, so using the bound on hermitian elements we 
can finally deduce the desired inequality 
IlcP(x)Il IlcP(u+iv)11 = IlcP(u) +icP(v)ll::::; IlcP(u)11 + IlcP(v)ll::::; IlcP(e)ll· (Iluil + Ilvll) 
< 21IcP(e)ll· Ilxll· 
D 
Corollary 11 A positive map cP : S --t B from an operator system into a C*-algebra 
can be extended to a positive map J : S --t B on the norm closure of S. 
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Proof: WeIl, cjJ is bounded by Proposition 10, so we have existence of a continuous 
extension cjJ on the norm dosure of S. It remains to show why this extension is 
positive. To this end, let a be a non-zero element in S with a ;::: O. We then obtain 
a sequence S :2 (Xn)~=l ---+ a as n --+ 00. The real sequence Yn = 1/2(xn + x~) also 
tends to a simply by the continuity of the involution operation. To obtain a positive 
sequence contained in S converging to a we do the following. Let 0 < En '\,. 0, with 
IIYn - ail < En· By spectral considerations one can easily see how 
in the ordering of A. These inequalities yield 
Therefore, as the positive sequence an := Yn + Ene converges to a, and cjJ(an) ;::: 0 for 
aIl n, continuity of cjJ ensures that cjJ( a) ;::: 0 as daimed. 
o 
Some elementary examples show how the bound in Proposition 10 is in fact 
sharp but 1 shan't wade through them here. What is interesting to note is that if our 
operator system S were a full C* -algebra, then the constant 2 would disappear and 
the inequality would then be an equality. We will prove that assertion shortly in a 
somewhat round about way, that is by first establishing Von Neumann's inequality 
and utilizing the latter in the proof. For the moment, however, we concentrate 
on another property of the domain that will ensure that unital, positive maps are 
contractive. 
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Proposition 12 Let B be a C* -algebra, X a compact Hausdorff space, and 
cfJ: C(X) ---+ B a positive map. Then IlcfJllop = IlcfJ(l)IIB. 
Proof: The constant function 1 is positive in C(X), so cfJ(l) ~ 0 as weIl. Assume 
cfJ( 1) ::; e. 
Let f E C(X), IIfll ::; 1, and let E > 0 be given. Then for each x E X there is an 
corresponding open Ux ç X such that 
yEUx ==* If(y) - f(x)1 < E. 
Clearly UXEX = X, so choose a finite open covering {Ux Ji=l of X. We still have 
We can now obtain a partition of unit y {Pi}i=l subordinate to this covering. What 
this me ans is that for each i = 1, ... , i = n 
Note that for an arbitrary x E X, if Pi(X) -=1 0 for sorne i, then in fact x E Ui and 
If(x) - f(Xil < E. Letting Ài = f(Xi), then for x E X, 
n n n n 
1 (f - L ÀiPi) (x) 1 = 1 f (x) - L ÀiPi (x) 1 = 1 f (x) L Pi (x) - L ÀiPi (x) 1 = 
i=l i=l i=l i=l 
n n n 
= 1 L(f(x) - Ài)Pi(X)1 ::; L If(x) - Àilpi(X) < L EPi (x) = E. 
i=l i=l i=l 
Therefore, denoting 9 = 2:~=1 ÀiPil we have that Iif - gllu ::; E. Remember cfJ is 
bounded, so 
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n 
114>(1)11 = 114>(1 - g) + 4>(g)11 ~ 114>11111 - gll + 114>(g)11 ~ 114>IIE + Il L Ài4>(Pi)ll· 
i=l 
It suffices now to control Il L~=l Ài4>(Pi) Il. To this end we'll need the following lemma. 
Lemma 13 Let A be a C*-algebra with Pl, ... Pn E A+ and L~=lPk ~ eA. In 
addition let Àl' ... Àn E CC with IÀkl ~ 1. Then 
Proof: Consider the following matrices in Mn(A). 
Using lemma 8 and the fact that Mn(A) is a C*-algebra, 
n 
IIA*11 2 = IIAI12 = IIAA*II = Il LPkl1 ~ 1. 
k=l 
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/.....--... 
SO IIAII = IIA*II :s; 1, and clearly IIAII :s; 1 by hypothesis on the Àk' Now putting 
P := AAA*, we know Il Pli ::; 1, but 
o o o 
P= 
o o o 
o 
Getting back to the Proposition, L~=l Pi :s; 1, and <P is positive, so 
n n 
L <P(Pi) = <P(LPi) :s; <p(I) :s; eB 
i=l i=l 
by our assumption. Also IÀil = IJ(xil :s; 1 since IIJllu :s; 1. The preceding lemma 
therefore gives Il L~=l Ài<P(Pi) Il :s; 1, and in congruence with ab ove we obtain 
II<pU)II:s; 11<pllé + 1. 
Sinee é was arbitrary, we have 11<p11 :s; 1 whenever <p(I) :s; eB. Now we simply scale. 
Indeed, given a positive <P, simply consider ~ = II<Ptl)ll' Certainly ~(1) = Il:~~ill :s; eB, 
whence 
11<p11 -
11<p(I)11 = 11<p11 :s; 1. 
For amateurs of analysis, the following result needs no introduction. The Fejer-
Riesz lemma is indeed pivotaI. We shall give a proof of the lemma for the case of a 
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o 
strictly positive trigonometric polynomial, although the statement holds true for a 
mere positive one. 
Lemma 14 (Fejer-Riesz) Let T( eit) = 'L:=-N Cneint be a (strictly) positive trigono-
metric polynomial on the unit circle 'Ir. Then there is a complex polynomial p(z)= 
'L:=o anzn su ch that 
N N 
T(eit ) = Ip(eit ) 12 = LLajakei(j-k)t. 
j=O k=O 
Proof: Notice at once that since T is real valued, T(eit ) = T(eit ) and so C-n = Cn for 
each n,and Co E IR. We may therefore assume that C-N =1= O. Consider the following 
polynomial 
N 
g(z) = C-N + C-N+lZ + C_N+2Z2 + ... + CozN + ... + CNZ2N = L CnzN+n. 
n=-N 
g(z) is a polynomial of degree 2N with g(eit ) = T(eit ) . eiNt =1= O.The antisymmetry 
of the coefficients Cn gives us 
Now g(O) = C-N =1= 0, so the above equality tells us that the 2N zeros of 9 can be 
written as Zl, ... , ZN, 1/ Zl, ... , 1/ ZN. Now set 
q(z) = TI~=l (z - Zk) and h(z) = TI~=l (z - 1/ Zk). 
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from which follows g(z) = CNq(z)h(z), and since r(eit ) = e-iNt . g(eit ) we get 
Nowa quick computation shows that 
h(z) = (-l)NzN q(l/z). 
Zl" 'ZN 
lndeed, 
Therefore from our work ab ove , 
It suffices to define p(z) := IZl~~N 11/2q(z) which ensures that r(eit ) = Ip(eit )1 2. Now 
the second equality is straightforward; 
N N N N 
Ip(eit )1 2 = p(eit)p(eit ) = L Œjeijt . L Œke- ikt = L L ŒjŒkei(j-k)t. 
j=l k=l j=O k=O 
o 
2.2 Von Neumann's Inequality and Applications 
J. von Neumann's theorem is now looming. For reasons of completeness we 
shaH give two proofs of the following Theorem, both of which use ideas of positivity 
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that we've developed hitherto. First, a bit of notation. We'll be dealing with the 
C*-algebra of continuous functions on the unit circle, C(1I') , and we'll denote by T 
the operator system of trigonometric polynomials. That is 
+N 
T = { L Cneint ; N E N, Cn E C} ç; C(1I'). 
n=-N 
Observe that T ç; C(1I') is in fact more than an operator system, it separates points 
and satisfies the axioms of a unital, *-subalgebra and is therefore by the Stone-
Weierstrass Theorem a dense subset of C (1I'). One more thing, if H is a Hilbert 
space and T E B(H) with IITII :::; 1, we define an operator valued function on the 
integers Z as follows 
{ 
Tn 
T(n) = 
T*lnl 
if n :2: 0, 
if n < O. 
This mapping is of fundamental importance and will play a significant role in the 
next section. 
Theorem 15 (von Neumann) Let H be a Hilbert space and TE B(H) with 
IITII :::; 1. The mapping <p : T --t B(H) given by 
+N +N L Cneint ~ L CnT(n). 
n=-N n=-N 
is unital and positive. 
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Proof 1: Unit al poses no problem. As for positivity, let 7 E T be positive. We'll 
first assume that 7 is strictly positive so that by Fejer-Riesz 7 is of the form 
N N 
7(eit ) = L L ŒjŒkei(j-k)t. 
j=O k=O 
The work cut out for us is to prove that 
N N 
1>(7) = LLŒjŒkT(j - k) 
j=O k=O 
is indeed a positive operator. To this end fix a vector x E H and look at (1)(7)X, x). 
(1)(7)X,X) (~ t, ajakT(j - k»x, x ) ~ ~ t, (ajak TU - k)x, x) 
N N 
L L(T(j - k)ŒjX, Œk X). (t) 
j=O k=O 
Define an (n + 1) x (n + 1) operator matrix T = (Tkj)o~k,j~n, where Tkj = T(j - k). 
Then T is in fact an operator on the n + 1 direct sum Hn+1, and putting x 
(ŒOX, ŒIX, ... , ŒnX)t E Hn+I, (t) can be written as an inner product 
l T T 2 Tn 
ŒOX ŒoX 
T* l T n- I 
(Tx,x) ~ ( ŒIX ŒIX ) T*2 
T 
ŒnX ŒnX 
T*n T*n-I T* l 
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It suffices to show that T is a positive operator on Hn+l. Consider the operator 
matrix 
R= 
o T 0 0 
o 0 T 0 
o 
T 
o 
What is clear is that Rn+1 = 0, and IIRII ~ 1 as an operator on Hn+1. Indeed, 
2 
2 TXI 
Xo 
TX2 
Xl n n n 
R 
= L II Txkl1 2 ~ IITI12 L II x kl1 2 ~ L II x kl1 2 = 
k=l k=l k=O 
TXn 
Xn 
0 
Xo 
Xl 
Xn 
Note that 1 + R + R 2 + ... + Rn + R* + R*2 + ... + R*n = T and in addition, by a 
simple series summation 
1 + R + R 2 + ... + Rn + R* + R*2 + ... + R*n = (1 - R)-l + (1 - R*)-l - 1. 
Let x E Hn+1 and (1 - R)-lX = y so that y - Ry = x and consequently 
(Tx,x) ((1 - R)-l + (1 - R*)-l - I)x, x) = (y, x) + (x, y) - (x, x) 
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2 
(y, y) - (y, Ry) + (y, y) - (Ry, y) - (y, y) + (y, Ry) + (Ry, y) - (Ry, Ry) 
(y, y) - (Ry, Ry) = IIyl12 - IIRyl12 ~ O. 
sinee R is a contraction, thus T ~ O. 
We're not quite done because still lingering is the sticky affair of T not neeessarily 
being strictly positive. But this is easily dealt with. Let TET, T ~ O. Then for any 
E > 0, the function T+El is strictly positive and by above 0::; <j>(T+El) = <j>(T) +EI. 
For aIl x E H, 
0::; (<j>(T + El)x, x) = (<j>(T)X, x) + Ellxl1 2 • 
It follows that (<j>(T)X, x) ~ 0, whenee <j>(T) ~ O. 
D 
Proof 2: For this proof we'll have to take T as a strict contraction, that is IITII < l. 
Consider the operator valued function P(., T) : 'II' -t B(H) given by 
The same reasoning as above shows that P(t, T) ~ O. Sinee IITII < l, we may exp and 
P( t, T) as an absolutely norm converging sumo lndeed, 
00 00 
k=O k=O kEZ 
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Let T(eit ) = L-~::-N Cneint be a trigonometric polynomial, then integrating P(', T) 
against T over 1l' with its normalized measure d17 = 2~dt, we yield an interesting 
result 
i T(t)P(t, T) d17 +N +N 1 L Cneint P(t,T)d17 = L Cn 1 eint P(t,T)d17 
l' n=-N n=-N l' 
+N +N 
L Cn r eint L e-iktT(k) d17 = L Cn LT(k) r ei(n-k)t 
n=-N 111' kEZ n=-N kEZ J1' 
+N 
L CnT(n) = cjJ(T). 
n=-N 
Therefore, if T is positive, F(t) := P(t, T) . T(t) is a positive operator for each t E 'Ir, 
and it follows that cjJ( T) is positive as well; given x E H, 
(cjJ(T)X, x) = (i (F(t)d17) x, x) = i (F(t)x, x)d17 ~ O. 
The last equality does involve a litt le knowledge of integration of operator valued 
functions, 1 shan't annoy the reader with its justification. All the same, the proof is 
complete. 
D 
A few gratuities are granted by Theorem 15, one of which is von Neumann's 
inequality for contractions on Hilbert spaces. 
Corollary 16 (von Neumann) Let T be an operator on a Hilbert space with 
IITII ~ 1, and pany complex polynomial, then 
IIp(T)lIop ~ IIpllu = sup Ip(z)l· Izl=l 
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Proof: We looked at the map 4> : T --+ B(H), in Theorem 15 and saw that it was 
unital and positive. Therefore, by Proposition 10 and Corollary 11, 4> is bounded 
and extends to a positive map ~ on the norm dosure T = C ('IT'). 80, we have a unit al 
positive map ~ : C('IT') --+ B(H). We now utilize Proposition 12 to condude that ~ is 
contractive, that is, II~II ::; 1. Finally, 
IIp(T)llop = 11~(p)11 ::; Ilpllu = sup Ip(z)l· 
op Izl=l 
According to the second proof of Theorem 15, the same work shows that IIp(T) Ilop ::; 
Ilpllu only for those T with IITllop < 1. However, with a limit argument the inequality 
also follows. Indeed, if IITllop = 1, then for each 0 < r < 1, it is granted that 
IIp(rT) Ilop ::; Ilpllu. Therefore, 
IIp(T) Ilop = lim IIp(rT) Ilop ::; Ilpllu. 
r /1 
D 
What is striking is the fact that von Neumann's inequality is equivalent to 
Theorem 15. One direction done, we spend some time in establishing the converse. 
Denote by P ç C('IT') the (unital) linear subspace of complex polynomials. If T is a 
contraction on a Hilbert space H, we look at the linear map 
4> : P ----+ B(H) 
P :3 p f----+ p(T) E B(H). 
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If von Neumann's inequality holds, then this map is a unit al contraction. What bear-
ing does this have on positivity, let alone the positivity of our map in Theorem 157 
That is one problem, second, is the dilemma that P is a linear subspaee and not 
an operator system. Not to worry, simply acknowledge that for a unit al subspaee 
M ç A of a C*-algebra, the set M + M* = {a + b* ; a, b E M} ç A is an operator 
system, and there is a natural way to extend a unital contractive map defined on M 
to M + M*. The foIlowing results will clear the bushes. 
Proposition 17 Let A and B be C* -algebras, and 5 ç A an operator system. 
1. A linear functional f : 5 ----+ CC with f ( e) = 1 and Il f Il ::::; 1, is in fact positive. 
2. A unital contraction cP : 5 ----+ B is also positive. 
Proof: For a non-empty subset n ç CC of the plane, denote by conv(n) the closed 
convex huIl of n. We daim that for a normal element a E 5, f(a) will lie in 
conv(O"(a)), where O"(a) represents the spectrum of a. This will do the job since for 
a positive p E 5, we have that conv(O"(p)) ç [0,00[. 
WeIl, sinee O"(a) is compact, conv(O"(a)) is exactly the intersection of aIl closed disks 
that contain O"(a). Therefore, if f(a) does not belong to conv(O"(a)), there is a closed 
disk, say D = D(À,r) that contains O"(a). In that case, using the Spectral Mapping 
Theorem, O"(Àe - a) ç D(O, r), and Àe - a being normal ensures that lI>.e - ail ::::; r. 
At the same time, r < lÀ - f(a)l, so 
r < lÀ - f(a)1 = IÀf(e) - f(a)1 = If(Àe - a)1 ::::; IIfli . IIÀe - ail ::::; r, 
a contradiction. We conclude that f(a) E conv(O"(a)). 
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Suppose a linear map cp : S ---+ B is such that cp(eA) = eB and Ilcpll ::S 1. Making 
use of a representation we may assume that B = B(H). Let x E H be arbitrary with 
Ilxll = 1, and consider the linear functional f : S ---+ C given by 
f(a) = (cp(a)x, x), for a ES. 
Then f(e) = (cp(e)x, x) = (x, x) = IIxl1 2 = 1 and clearly Il fil ::S 1. We conclude from 
part 1. that f is positive and consequently cp as weIl. 
o 
Proposition 18 Let A and B be C* -algebras with eA E M ç A a linear subspace. 
If cp : M ---+ B is a unital contraction, then there is a well defined unique positive 
extension 
~ : M + M* ---+ B 
given by the formula 
~(a + b*) := cp(a) + cp(b)*. 
Proof: We first show that ~ is weIl defined. To that end, let S be the operator 
system 
S := {a E A; a E M, a E M*}. 
According to Proposition 17, cp : S ---+ B is positive, and thus self-adjoint by Propo-
sition 7. Therefore, if a + b* = c + d* with a, b, c, dE M, then d - b E S so that 
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cp(a) - cp(c) = cp(a - c) = cp(d* - b*) = cp((d - b)*) = cp(d - b)* = cp(d)* - cp(b)*. 
Next we look at why J is positive. Again, using a representation, we may assume 
that B = B(H). If x E H with Ilxll = 1 consider the linear functionals 
J : M -----+ C 
1: M +M* -----+ C 
naturally given by the formulas 
J(a) 
!(a + b*) 
(cp(a)x, x), for a E M, 
(J(a + b*)x, x), for a, b E M. 
Our dut y lies in showing that J is positive. Well, J is a linear functional with 
IIJII = 1, and so it extends by the Hahn-Banach Theorem to 
F : M + M* -----+ C, 
still with Il Fil = 1. By Proposition 17, Fis positive and thus self-adjoint. Therefore, 
F(a + b*) - J(a) + J(b) = (cp(a)x, x) + (cp(b)x, x) = (cp(a)x, x) + (x, cp(b)x) 
(cp(a)x, x) + (cp(b)*x, x) = ((cp(a) + cp(b)*)x, x) 
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(~(a + b*)x, x) = ](a + b*), 
so that 1 is positive as weIl. 
As for uniqueness, if <P has a positive extension, by Proposition 7, it will be self-
adjoint and therefore must satisfy the given formula. 
o 
Corollary 19 Von Neumann's inequality and Theorem 15 are equivalent. 
Proof: One direction was done. Now suppose von Neumann's inequality holds. 
Then the map 
<P : P ---+ B(H) 
P :3 P f-----+ p(T) E B(H). 
is a unit al contraction and thus extends to the unique positive map 
~ : P + P* ---+ B(H) 
P + P* :3 P + q* f-----+ p(T) + q(T)* E B(H). 
Clearly the operator system of trigonometric polynomials T can be described as 
P + P*, and this mapping ~ corresponds to the map <p studied in Theorem 15. 
o 
In the next section we shaH establish von Neumann's inequality independently 
of the theory of positive maps, namely by Nagy's dilation theorem which is purely 
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geometric, and it interesting to obtain as a consequence results about positivity. We 
now continue with corollaries of the inequality. 
Corollary 20 Let A be a C*-algebra, and a E A with Irait :S 1. Then there is a 
unit al positive map 'IjJ : C('lI') -t A with 'IjJ(p) = p(a) and IIp(a)11 :S Ilpllu for every 
polynomial p. 
Proof: Let 7r : A -t B(H) be an isometric representation, A = 7r(a), so that A 
is a contraction, and cp : T -t B(H) as in Theorem 15 (with T replaced with A 
of course). Notice that 7r(A) :;2 cp(T) so that 7r-1 is weIl defined on the range of 
cp. The composition 7r-1 0 cp : T -t A is clearly positive and therefore bounded by 
Proposition 10, and thus extends by Corollary 11 to a unit al positive map on the 
norm dosure of T, namely C('lI'). Let 'IjJ denote this extension, then by Proposition 12, 
'IjJ is contractive, and for any polynomial p, 
We now give the long promised result due to Russo-Dye concerning positive maps 
between C* -algebras. 
Corollary 21 (Russo-Dye) Let A and B be C*-algebras, and cp : A -t B be a 
positive map. Then Ilcpll = Ilcp(eA)II· 
Proof: Let a E A with Irait :S 1. Corollary 20 provides us with a positive, unital 
'IjJ : C('lI') -t A with 'IjJ(p) = p(a). The composition cp 0 'IjJ is surely positive and 
by Proposition 12, Ilcp 0 'ljJ11 = Ilcp 0 'IjJ(1) Il = Ilcp(eA)II. Therefore, denoting by z the 
coordinate fun ct ion on the cirde 'lI', 
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114>(a)11 = 114> 0 1jJ(z) Il :S 114> 0 1jJ(1)11' Ilzllu = 114>(eA)II· 
Clearly 114>11 ;::: 114>( eA) Il, so that the desired equality is established. 
Example: The Dise Algebra. Denote by ][J) the open unit disc in the complex 
plane and by A(][J)) those functions that are holomorphie on ][J) and continuous on ][J). 
For such a function 1 the maximum modulus principle gives 
II/II~:= sup I/(z)1 = sup I/(z)1 =: 1l/lhl" 
Izl::;l Izl=l 
What emerges is that A(][J)) is a dosed subalgebra of C(1['), and is referred to as the 
Disc Algebra. Now let T be a contraction on a Hilbert space H, and look at the al-
gebra homomorphism ([[X] ç A(][J)) ---+ B(H) given by p f---7 p(T) for each polynomial 
p. By von Neumann's inequality this homomorphism extends to a homomorphism 
on the uniform norm dosure of the polynomials, which is the full A(][J)). Thus given 
an 1 E A(][J)) , we denote its image by I(T) and observe that II/(T) Ilop :S 11/11. We 
therefore have a symbolic calculus for contractions. 
Let us wander off track for a moment and give a neat application of these facts using 
always von Neumann's inequality. 
If T ~ ( : :) E M,(IC), by means of a simple induction one can elJ.'lily show that 
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so that if P = ~~=oPkZk is any complex polynomial, we'll have 
p(T) d d ( ak ~PkTk = ~Pk 0 
( 
p(a) CP'(a)). 
o p(a) 
If lai < 1, and supposing that 9 E A(IOl) is approximated uniformly by a sequence 
of polynomials (Pn)~=u that is IIPn - gllu ---+ 0 as n ---+ 00, then not only do we have 
Pn(a) ---+ g(a), but also using Cauchy estimates p~(a) ---+ g'(a). It follows that 
( 
g(a) cg'(a)) Pn(T) -
o g(a) 
op 
( 
Pn(a) cp~(a)) _ (g(a) cg'(a)) 
o Pn(a) 0 g(a) 
op 
( 
Pn(a) - g(a) c(p~(a) - g'(a)) ) 
o Pn(a) - g(a) 
op 
< (2IPn(a) - g(a)12 + c2Ip~(a) - g'(a)12)1/2 
< (211Pn - gl12 - Ilp~ - g'112)1/2 ~ O. 
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Claim: If lai < 1, then T ~ ( : :) is a contraction if and only if Ici :S 1 - lai'. 
Let T be a contraction. Consider the Blaschke factor Ba(z) = {~:z E A(lDl) , with 
IIBallu = 1, and suppose IIPn - Bail ~ 0, for a certain sequence of polynomials 
(Pn)~=l. By the work done ab ove , 
Ici 
Also, utilizing von Neumann, we get IIPn(T)llop < IIPnllu ~ IIBallu = 1. What 
immediately follows is that 1~1~12 ~ 1, and one direction is proved. The converse is 
a simple computation, we leave this for the reader. 
As an interesting application, we provide a pro of of the well known Schwarz-Pick 
Lemma. It is commonplace to see this result in an undergraduate course in complex 
variables. For a function theoretical argument, we refer the reader to [16]. The 
following proof, however, is an exercise in [5]. 
Proposition 22 (Schwarz-Pick Lemma) Let J E A(JO)) with IIJII < 1, then Jor 
each a E JO), 
1f'(a)1 < 1-IJ(a)12 
- 1-la12 
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Proof: Using the preceding daim the matrix T ~ ( : 1-~a12 ) is indeed a 
contraction. Approximate f with polynomials (Pn)~=l' Then von Neumann grants 
us IIPn (T) Il op ::; IIPn Il --t Il fil::; 1. On the other hand 
IIPn(T) Il op ~ (f(oa) (1 - laI 2 )f'(a) ) 
f(a) 
op 
( 
f(a) (1 - laI 2 )f'(a) ) 
Together, ::; 1, whence 
o f(a) 
op 
and we're done. 
o 
2.3 Completely von Neumann 
As a second mandate we wish to look at an operator matrix analogue of von 
Neumann's inequality. The proof will involve a light dose of the theory of completely 
positive and completely bounded maps between C* -algebras which is treated in [5] 
and which we gladly present here. 
Given two C* -algebras A and B and a (linear) map cp : A --+ B, we also obtain 
a sequence of maps CPn : Mn(A) --+ Mn(B) via the formula 
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It is not difficult to see that if c/J is bounded then each c/Jn will also be bounded. 
Indeed, if A = (aij) belongs to Mn(A), then 
Although this bound for the operator norm is weak, the norm of the c/Jns may 
be bounded or unbounded with respect to n. With this in mind we introduce the 
adverb completely which means that the maps c/Jn all enjoy sorne property. We clarify 
via the following definitions and subsequent examples. 
Definition 23 If A and B are C* -algebras and c/J : A -+ B a (linear) map. Then c/J 
is said to be 
1. k-positive if c/Jn : Mn(A) -+ Mn(B) is positive for each integer n = 1,2, ... , k. 
2. completely-positive if for every n E Z+ ,c/Jn is a positive map. 
In the same vein, if c/J is a bounded map, then each c/Jn will be bounded, and we shall 
call c/J completely bounded pTOvided that sUPn Ilc/Jnilop < 00, in which case we set 
Ilc/Jllcb := sUPn Ilc/Jnllop· 
Example: If A and B are C* -algebras, and 7r : A -+ B is a *-homomorphism with 
7r(eA) = eB, then it is routine to check that each 7rn are also *-homomorphisms of 
C* -algebras and are therefore all positive and contractive, whence 7r is completely 
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positive and for an n we have 
Example: Put A = M 2(C) and let {En, E12' E2l' E 22 } denote the canonicallinear 
basis for M 2. Let cf> : M 2 -+ M 2 be the transpose map; cf> : A 1---* At. If Ais any n x n 
positive matrix then clearly At is positive as weIl. lndeed, 
Xl Xl Xl Xl 
n 
(At ) = L aj,iXjXi = (A ) ;::: O. 
i,j=l 
xn xn x n x n 
Therefore the transpose map cf> is a positive one. However, cf>2 : M 2(M2) -+ M 2(M2) 
is not positive. To see this, put 
1 0 0 1 
A = (Eij? '-1 = 0 0 0 0 E M2 (M2 ), , 2,)-
0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 1 
which is easily seen to be positive. Then 
1 0 0 
( En E12) ( <!>(En) <!>(EI2 ) ) ( En E21) 0 0 1 cf>2(A) = cf>2 
E 2l E 22 cf>(E2l ) cf>(E22 ) E 12 E 22 0 1 0 
0 0 0 
which is not a positive matrix. By definition, cf> is not completely positive. 
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0 
0 
1 
Example: In this example we exhibit a bounded but not completely bounded map. 
What we need is the analogue of the transpose map (as seen in the previous example) 
for infinite dimensions. Let 'H be a separable infini te dimensional Hilbert Space 
with countable orthonormal basis {en}~=l. One can then represent T E B('H) as 
the infinite matrix [T] = ((Tej,ei))0=1. In doing so we can define a 'transpose', 
[T]t = ((Tei, ej) )0=1' and set <P : [T] f-7 [T]t as a linear map from B('H) onto itself. 
First note that <P is bounded and in fact an isometry. WeIl, if (Œn)~=l and (,Bn)~=l 
are sequences in g2, then 
Taking supremums over the unit baIl in f2(N), we get that Il [T] Ilop = II[T]tll op. 
Let {Eij} 0=1 be matrix units on 'H. In detail, Eij is the operator that sends ej f-7 ei, 
and'H :3 x f-7 (x, ej)ei. Notice at once its adjoint: Et = Eji. As an infinite matrix, 
Eij has a single non zero entry 1 at the (i, j)th position. It follows that 
{ 
Eil if j = k 
E ij . Ekl = (t) 
o otherwise. 
Now for any integer n ~ 2, set A = (Eji )r,j=l and B = (Eij )r,j=l both belonging 
to Mn(B('H)). Using (t), one computes AA*A = A* which is equivalent to saying 
that A is a partial isometry and consequently liA Il = 1. Moreover, B* = (Eij )* = 
(E;i) = (Eij ) = B and a further use of (t) with a simple calculation shows that ~B 
is idempotent. Hence ~B is a projection so that IIBII = n. Finally, 
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: ' 
and thus <I> is not completely bounded. 
Example: A a C*-algebra, and fix x, y E A. Now define cp : A ---t A by cp(a) = xay. 
For any positive integer n, given (ai,j) in Mn(A), then 
x 0 0 y 0 o 
an aln 
o 0 
0 o 
anl ann 
o 0 x 0 o y 
< Ilxll· II(ai,j)II·llyll· 
,~~ This map cp is therefore completely bounded, and Ilcpllcb ::; Ilxll . Ilyll. Moreover, by 
putting y = x*, it's fairly clear that cp would then be completely positive. lndeed, 
given A 2: 0 in Mn(A), 
CPn(A) = diag(x*, ... x*)Adiag(x, ... ,x) = (diag(x, ... ,x))* Adiag(x, ... ,x), 
which is always positive. 
Example: Combining the first example with the last one yields a very important 
example of a completely bounded and positive map. To this end, let Ji and 1( be 
Hilbert spaces with bounded operators U, V : Ji ---t 1(. Furthermore suppose that 
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7r : A ---+ B(lC) is a *-homomorphism. We can then look at the map cp : A ---+ B(H), 
given by cp(a) = V*7r(a)U. 
'iT(a) 
---+ 
<jJ(a) 
---+ 
Using the same techniques as above and remembering that 7r is completely bounded 
with 117rllcb = 1, one shows that Ilcpllcb :::; IIVII . IIUII and if U = V, cp is completely 
positive. 
This example is so crucial because as we shaU see, it characterizes the completely 
positive maps from any C* -algebra into the algebra of bounded operators on any 
Hilbert space. This is due to Stinespring's dilation theorem which we'U encounter 
later on. Moreover, it is also the case that aU completely bounded maps look like 
such a cp. This result however is beyond the scope of this dissertation. 
HopefuUy these examples shed light and illustrate the concepts weIl. Various promi-
nent questions now emerge, such as: 
• When is a positive map completely positive, or a bounded map completely 
bounded? 
• Positivity did formerly imply boundedness, is the implication still valid once 
the adverb completely is added? 
Let us provide sorne answers. If A is a C* -algebra and S ç A is an operator 
system, then we endow Mn(S) with the norm and arder structure it inherits as a 
subspace of Mn(A) sa that replacing A by S in the preceding definitions poses no 
problem, the same concepts apply. 
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Lemma 24 Let AI PI and Q be operators on some Hilbert space HI with P and Q 
IJOs;tiv(e. ;he:) ~ 0 {:=? 'ï/x,y E H, I(Ay,x)1 2 :S (Px,x)(Qy,y). (*) 
. A* Q 
2. (p A) ~ 0 ==? IIAllop :S IIPllop' 
A* P 
Proof: 1. WeIl, an n-square matrix of operators (Ti,j) E Mn(B(H)) is positive if 
and only if for every choice of n vectors Xl, ... Xn E H, the scalar matrix ((TXj, Xi)) 
is positive. Therefore, 
(
PA) ((PX'X) (AY,X)) 2:: 0 {:=? for every X, y E H, ~ 0, 
A* Q (A*x, y) (Qy, y) 
and this last self-adjoint matrix with positive diagonal entries is positive if and only 
if its determinant is positive, that is iff 
O:S (Px,x)(Qy,y) - (Ay,x)(A*x,y) = (Px,x)(Qy,y) -1(Ay,x)1 2 • 
2. Let y E H be arbitrary, then set X = Ay in (*) so that 
( PA) ~ 0 ==? I(Ay,Ay)1 2 < (PAy,Ay)(Py,y) A* P 
so that (A* Ay, y) = (Ay, Ay) :s (1IPIIPy, y). Since y E H was chosen arbitrarily, it 
immediately follows that A* A :S IIPIIP and finally that IIAII~p = IIA* Allop :S IIPII~p' 
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Lemma 25 Let A be a C* -algebra and a belong ta A. Then 
Ilaii ::; 1 ~ is positive in M 2 (A). ( eA a) a* eA 
Proof: One implication was already shown. For the converse, suppose lia Il ::; 1, 
and let 7r : A ---+ 8(71.) be an isometric representation with 7r(a) = A. Then for any 
vectors x, y E 71., 
which completes the pro of. 
(x, x) + (Ay, x) + (x, Ay) + (y, y) 
IIxl12 + 2~(Ay, x) + IIyl12 
> IIxl12 - 21 (Ay, x) 1 + IIyl12 
> IIxl12 - 211Alillyllllxll + IIyl12 
> IIxl12 - 211yllllxll + IIyl12 = (11xll - Ilyll)2 2: O. 
Before stating the next crucial result let us remove a possible encumbrance. If 
S ç A is an operator system, then clearly Mn(S) ç Mn(A) is one as weIl. We 
may therefore ask whether Mk(Mn(S)) and Mkn(S) can be identified for positive 
integers n and k. One easily checks that Mk(Mn(A)) and Mkn(A) are *-isomorphic, 
and therefore isometric, by simply erasing the additional brackets in an element of 
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takes its norm from Mkn(A) , and by the uniqueness of this norm we may identify 
these spaces. 
Proposition 26 Let S ç A be an operator system, B a C* -algebra, and c/Y : S ---7 B 
a completely positive map. Then c/Y is actually completely bounded with 
Proof: It suffices to show that Ilc/Yllcb :s: 11c/Y(eA)II, because 11c/Y(eA)11 :s: Ilc/YII :s: Ilc/Yllcb is 
i(=;:di:eO)GiVen A = (ai,j) E Mn(S) with IIAII :s: 1, then according to lemma 25, 
is positive as an element in M 2 (Mn (S)) and consequently, by our above 
A* In 
discussion, positive as a member of M 2n (S). Note that In is simply the n x n diagonal 
matrix diag(e, ... , e). Since c/Y is completely positive, 
is also positive in M 2 (Mn (B)). Notice that we've used the fact that the positive map 
c/Yn is self adjoint, but this is granted to us via Proposition 7. By representing Mn(B) 
as operators on a Hilbert space we may now utilize lemma 24 and conclude that 
Thus Ilc/Ynii :s: 1Ic/Y(e) Il, and sinee n was arbitrary, 1Ic/Yllcb :s: 11c/Y(e)1I completing the proof. 
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One inquiry is thus answered, that is, complete positivity will be entail com-
plete boundedness. This result holds for any C* -algebra as a target space. When the 
range space is commutative things simplify immensely. One of the household results 
in introductory C*-algebra theory states that a linear functional F on an operator 
system S is bounded with IIFllop = F(e) if and only if F is positive. It is also not 
very difficult to prove that if a linear functional f : S ---* C is bounded, then it is 
completely bounded with Ilfllcb = Ilfllop ' and similarly, a positive linear functional 
is in fact completely positive. These assertions remain valid when the range C is 
replaced by C(X), the continuous functions on a compact Hausdorff space. There-
fore, the concepts of bounded and completely bounded coincide when the codomain 
C* -algebra is commutative, as do positive and completely positive. As we shaH see 
now, a commutative domain is also enough to ensure that a positive map is com-
pletely positive. The result is due to Stinespring and can be found in [7] where he 
first introduced the term completely positive. 
Theorem 27 Let X be a compact Hausdorff topological space, B a C* -algebm, and 
<p: C (X) ---* B positive. Then <p is completely positive. 
Proof: Fix n and let F = (fij) be a positive member of Mn(C(X)). This me ans 
that F is a positive, scalar matrix valued function on X, that is, for every x EX, 
F(x) = (fij(X)) is a positive scalar n x n matrix. Given a c > 0, put Cf = c/211<Pnll 
and co = cf ln. Note that we used the fact that positive maps are bounded, and if 
<p is bounded, so is <Pn! Each fij being continuous at x, grants that there is an open 
Uij ç X with x E Uij so that 
y E Uij ~ Ifij(y) - fij(X) 1 < co· 
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CalI Ux = ni,j Uij , an open neighborhood of x, with the property that 
Evidently UXEX Ux = X, so ehoose a finite open eovering U~=l UXk = X, and eonse-
quently we obtain a finite sequence of points Xl, ... ,XK sueh that for eaeh 1 :::; k :::; K 
we have 
Let (Uk){f=l be a partition of unit y subordinate to this eovering, that is, Uk are 
positive eontinuous funetions whose supports, SUPP(Uk) ç; UXk , and for every X in X, 
~~=l Uk(X) = 1. Also, we have K positive sealar matrices Fk := F(Xk) = Uij(Xk)), 
and for sake of simplieity denote the eomplex numbers fij(Xk) by pfj' If X E X is 
arbitrary, then keeping in mind that if Uk(X) =1= 0, then xE Uk and Ifij(X) - fij(Xkl < 
co, we have 
K K 
(F - L UkFk)(X) L uk(x)(F(x) - Fk) 
k=l k=l k=l 
K K 
< L Uk(X) IIF(x) - FkliM
n 
= L Uk(X) IIUij(X) - fij(Xk))ijIIM
n 
k=l k=l 
< t Uk(X) ( Pfi;(X) - J;;(Xk)l' r 
K K 
< L uk(x)(L c~)1/2 = L uk(x)(n2 • c~)1/2 = n· co = c'. 
k=l i,j k=l 
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It follows that IIF - ~~=1 UkFkIIMn(C(X)) :::; C', and in effect, 
K K 
Il CPn (F) - L:)cp(uk)p7j )ijIIMn(B) = IICPn(F) - L CPn(UkFk)IIMn(B) 
k=l k=l 
K K 
- IICPn(F - L UkFk)IIMn(B) :::; IICPnll·IIF - L UkFkIIMn(C(X)) 
k=l k=l 
< IICPnll· c' = c/2 < c. 
Look at the matrix (cp(uk)pfj) in Mn(B), it's actually the product of a positive element 
cp( Uk) in B and the positive scalar matrix Fk. The following lemma will help break 
the final stronghold. 
Lemma 28 Let q be a positive element of a C* -algebra A, and (Pij) a positive n x n 
scalar matrix. Then (q. Pij) is positive in Mn(A). 
Proof: In this situation it simplifies matters a great deal to look at Mn(A) as 
Mn(A) rv A 0 Mn(C). Then (q. Pij) is actually q 0 (Pij). Now let 7r: A --+ B(1i) be 
an isometric representation, so that we can embed 
It is immediate from the definition of the tensor inner product that given Q E B(1i)+ 
and P E B(JC)+, Q 0 Pis positive as a member of B(1i 0 lC). Apologies are in order 
for the level of abstraction of this pro of, perhaps a more direct, à la main proof is 
more instructive. 
o 
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Back to the pro of of Theorem 27 which is on the verge of completion. The matri-
ces (cp( uk)p7j ) in Mn(B) are therefore positive, and their finite sum ~~=l cp( uk)pfj is 
positive. Thus CPn(F), is within é of a positive element. Epsilon being arbitrary and 
Mn(B)+ being closed grants positivity of CPn(F) as required. 
D 
The resurgence of von Neumann's inequality in a matricial version is now at 
hand. 
Corollary 29 Let T be a contraction on a Hilbert space H, and (Pij) an n x n matrix 
of polynomials. Then 
II(Pij(T))IIB('Hn) :::; sup II(Pij(Z))IIMn. 
Izl=l 
Proof: The map cp: T --+ B(H) scrutinized in Theorem 15 extends by Corollary 11 
to a positive map cp : C(1[') --+ B(H). Theorem 27 says that cp is completely positive 
and by Proposition 26 cp is completely bounded with Ilcpllcb = Ilcp(I)11 = 1. Therefore, 
as claimed, 
Il (CP(Pij)) IIMn(B('H)) = IICPn((Pij))IIMn(B('H)) 
< Ilcpllcb . Il (pij)IIMn(C(1r)) = II(Pij)IIMn(C(1r)) = sup II(Pij(Z))IIMn· 
Izl=l 
2.4 Berger and w(T) :::; 1. 
D 
Not only is Stinespring's Theorem 27 use fuI in proving von Neumann's inequality 
for matrices of operators, it also leads to sorne fairly deep operator theory results 
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including the symbolic calculus for operators with numerical radii less than one. 
The following result is due to Berger and can be found in [15]. Let us be consistent 
with the above notation and denote by T ç CCII') the dense operator system of 
trigonometric polynomials, and T the operator valued function on the integers. 
Theorem 30 (Berger) Let TE B(H), and cp : T -----+ B(H) be the map 
+N +N L Cneint ~ L Cn T(n) + CoIH' 
n=-N n=-N 
Then cp is a positive map if and only if the numerical radius w(T) ::; l. 
Proof: First assume that w(T) ::; 1. We follow the same lines as in the proof of 
Theorem 15, and show that cp( T) is a positive operator for a strictly positive TET. 
By Fejer-Riesz, for T > 0, and x E H 
(cp(T)X,X) ( ~ Cta ŒjŒke;U-klt) x, x ) 
( Cta ŒjŒkT(j - kl) x, x) + ( (t.a,a.) IX,X) 
N N 
- L (TU - k)ŒjX, Œk X ) + L(ŒIX, ŒIX) 
j,k=O 1=0 
((Tkj )x, X)H(n+l) + (diag( l, ... , I)x, X)H(n+l) = (Tx, X)H(n+l) , 
where the column vector x = (ŒOX, ŒIX, ... , ŒnX)t E H(n+l) and the (n + 1)-square 
operator matrix (Tkj)O~k,j~n is given by T kj = TU - k), so that T represents 
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21 T Tn 
T* 
T= 
T 
T*n T* 21 
It suffices to show that T is positive as an operator on H(n+1). To that end, let 
1 = diag(I, ... ,1) and denote by R the matrix who se 'supdiagonal' entries are T 
and 0 elsewhere. That is, 
o T 0 0 
o 0 T 0 
R= 
T 
o o 
In that case R n+ 1 = 0 and , 
If x E H(n+1), put y = (1 - R)-lx SO that 
(((1 - R)-l + (1 - R*)-l )X, x) = (y, (1 - R)y) + ((1 - R)y, y) 
(y, y) - (y, Ry) + (y, y) - (Ry, y) 
2(lly112 - ~(Ry, y)). 
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Clearly this quantity is a positive number if and only if w(R) ::; 1. To prove this last 
assertion, it is helpful to realize R effectively as T 0 Sn+! operating on H 0 en+! , 
where Sn+! is the backward nilpotent shift on e n+1. The following lemma will do 
the job. 
Lemma 311fT E B(H) and N is a normal d x d scalar matrix with proper values 
d 
w(T 0 N) = w(T) . max IÀkl. 
k=l 
Moreover, if A is any d x d scalar matrix then 
w(T 0 A) ::; w(T) . IIAII. 
Proof of Lemma: By the Spectral Theorem write N as N = U* DU where U is 
unitary and D = diag(À1 , ... ,Àd)' Then the numerical range 
W(T0N) {t,Àk(TXk,Xk) ; t, IIxkll' ~ 1} 
{t, Àkllxkll'(T Il::11' Il::11) ; t, IIxkll' ~ 1 } 
{t,ÀktkZk; tk 2: 0, t,tk ~ 1,zk E W(T)}. 
Taking the absolute value of any complex number described in the last line, 
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"'--'. l . 
Now sim ply take the supremum over aH such unit vectors in H(d) and obtain 
w(T ® N) :::; max~=l IÀk 1· w(T). For the opposite inequality, suppose, without 10S8 of 
generality, that max~=l IÀkl = IÀ11, and set x = (x, 0, ... , O)t E H(d) where x is any 
unit vector in H. Then 
and taking the supremum over aH unit vectors x E H we get the desired result. 
As for the second assertion, we may first assume that IIAII :::; 1 and rescale afterwards. 
Here we employ the Singular Value Decomposition and write A = U SV with U and 
V are unitary, and S = diag(cos(Ol)"'" COS(Od)), where 0 :::; Ok :::; 7[/2. Now set 
W = diag(ei1h , ••• , ë Jd ) and observe how S = 1/2(W + W*) so that A can be written 
as the barycenter of two unitaries, 
A = USV = U1/2(W + W*)V = 1/2(~ +~) = 1/2(Y + Z). 
y z 
This, in conjunction with the first result, is of much avail because unitary operators 
have proper values of unit modulus. Let x E H(d) be a vector of unit length, we then 
have 
I((T ® A)x, x)1 I((T ® 1/2(Y + Z))x,x)1 = 1/21((T ® Y)x,x) + ((T ® Z)x,x)1 
< 1/2(1 ((T ® Y)x, x)1 + 1 ((T ® Z)x, x)l) 
< 1/2(w(T ® Y) + w(T ® Z)) :::; 1/2(w(T) + w(T)) = w(T), 
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which leads to w(T @ A) ~ w(T) as claimed. This proves the lemma. 
o 
Back to our pro of. The lemma grants that 
w(R) = w(T @ Sn+1) ~ w(T) ·IISn+lll ~ w(T) ~ 1, 
and our operator T is therefore positive. 
Conversely, assume that the map 4> is positive. By virtue of Corollary 11, extend 4> 
continuously to a positive map on the dos ure 4> : C(1I') ---+ B(H). By Theorem 27, 
4> is completely positive. Denoting by 1 the unit in C(1I') , we have the following 
factorization in Mn+ 1 ( C (1I') ) 
1 eit eint 1 0 0 1 0 o 
1 1 
e- it o e-it 0 eit 
eit 0 o 
1 1 
e-int e-it 1 o 0 e-int 0 
Therefore, the le ft hand matrix, calI it F, can be written as F = E*GE. Now 
make two observations. First, G E M n+1(C(1I'))+ (sinee the scalar matrix whose 
entries are all ls is positive definite) which tells us that F is positive as weIl. Second, 
4>n+l(F) = T, so by complete positivity of 4>, T is positive. Consequently, by our 
efforts ab ove , w(R) ::; 1. FinaIly, setting y = v'~+l (x, x, ... , x)t E H(n+1) where 
H :3 x, Ilxll = 1, we have that Ilyll = 1, and 
n 
12: I(Ry,y)7-l(n+1ll = n+l l(Tx,x)l. 
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Therefore 1 (Tx, x) 1 :s; n~l holds for all n = 1,2, ... whence w(T) :s; 1. The proof is 
now complete. 
o 
Recall, the upshot of von Neumann's inequality for contractions was an extension 
of the functional calculus from polynomials to the di sc algebra A(lIJ). That is, for 
f E A(lIJ) and IITllop :s; 1 we have existence of an operator f(T) with Ilf(T)llop :s; 
Ilfll. Our situation is somewhat st ronger now. It is routine to verify that w(T) :s; 
IITllop :s; 2w(T) for any operator TEH, and that these inequalities are sharp. As 
w(T) :s; IITllop is clear, we look at why IITllop :s; 2w(T). Indeed, if we write out the 
cartesian decomposition of T, namely T = U + iV with U and V real, we get 
IITllop :s; IIUllop + IIVllop = w(U) + w(V) :s; w(T) + w(T) = 2w(T). 
Therefore, in view of the previous theorem, the previous condition IITllop :s; 1 can 
now be relaxed to the weaker w(T) :s; 1. The following corollaries develop these 
ideas. They are due to Berger and Stampfii and can be found in [14]. We end this 
section with these telling results. 
Corollary 32 (Mapping Theorem) Let TE B(H) with w(T) :s; 1. 
1. If p is a complex polynomial, then 
IIp(T) Ilop :s; 311pllu = 3· sup Ip(z)l, Izl=l 
and the functional calculus for T extends to the dise algebra A(lIJ). In the 
particular case where p(o) = 0, then IIp(T) Ilop :s; 211pllu. 
2. Suppose f E A(lIJ) with f(O) = 0, then 
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w(f(T)) ::; IIJIIll} = SUp IJ(z)l· 
Izl9 
Proof: Let cp : C(11') --+ B(H) be the positive map studied in Theorem 30. By 
Russo-Dye, Ilcpll = Ilcp(l)11 = 112IIIop = 2, and consequently, 
IIp(T)llop = Ilcp(p) - p(O)Illop ::; Ilcpll·llpllu + Ilpllu = 311pll· 
As for the second assertion, assume first that J is a polynomial with IIJIIll} ::; 1. By 
virtue of Theorem 30, we are required to show positivity of the map 
CPf : T --+ B(H) 
T 3 p + q r----t p(f(T)) + q(f(T))* + (p(O) + q(O))I 
where p and q are polynomials. Here we expressed the operator system of trigono-
metric polynomials as T = {p + q ; p, q polynomials} for simplicity, a moment's 
thought realizes that these maps are one in the same. Now if T 3 T = P + q is 
positive, then so is T(f) = po J +q 0 J, which implies that cp(po J +q 0 1) is positive. 
Now simply note that sinee J(O) = 0, 
CPf(P + q) = p(f(T)) + q(f(T))* + (p(O) + q(O))I = cp(p 0 J + q 0 1), 
which grants that CPf is positive. Rescaling yields the desired result for polynomials, 
and using the fact that the polynomials are dense in A([j)) completes the argument. 
o 
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Corollary 33 Let T be any operator on a Hilbert space H. Then w(Tn) :S w(T)n 
forn E N. 
Proof: First assume that S is an operator where w(S) = 1. Utilizing the preceding 
Corollary with f(z) = zn gives w(sn) :S 1. Now for any T E B(H), simply set 
S := T jw(T) and the result follows. 
o 
As a concluding remark, note that the condition f(O) = 0 in Corollary 32 is 
indispensable. Indeed, take T ~ ( : : ) acting on (:', and the Blaschke factor 
Ba(z) = :~:z for any 0 < lai < 1. WeIl, for a unit vector (a,{3)t E (C2, 
1(00 20) ((3a),(a{3)) 1(20{3),(a{3)) \ \ = 2Ial'I{31 :S laI2+1{312 = 1, 
so that w(T) :S 1. Now, Ba(T) is given by 
Ba(T) 
( ) ( )
-1 
-a 2 1 -20; (T - aI) (1 - o;T)-l = 
o -a 0 1 
(-a 2 ) (1 20;) -1 (-a 2(1 - lal2) ) . o -a 0 1 O-a 
A simple computation shows that w(Ba(T)) > 1 for any 0 < lai < 1. 
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CHAPTER 3 
Dilations and Von Neumann 
3.1 Properties of Dilations 
It is sometimes quipped that the quicker route is the more enlightening one. 
With this in mind we now turn to the topic of dilations, and in particular, it is Sz-
Nagy's dilation theorem that will enable us to give a more direct proof of von Neu-
mann's inequality. The ideas and constructions which involve dilations are largely 
due to the work of Foia§ and Sz-Nagy [6], who se theory models Hilbert space oper-
ators as 'parts' of simpler, nicer operators on a larger spaces. A simple geometric 
construction suffices to prove Nagy's theorem, however, the latter is also a conse-
quence of von Neumann's inequality along with Stinespring's dilation theorem which 
carry with them a resurgence of positivity concepts. Thus, Nagy's dilation theorem 
and von Neumann's inequality are in a way equivalent. 
A simple example will help motivate the theory of dilations, and give a feeling 
of what lies ahead. Let V be an isometry on a Hilbert space /C, then VV* is the 
orthogonal projection onto the range of V, 91:(V), and P := 1-VV* is the orthogonal 
projection onto 91:(V)..l. Now consider the operator U defined on the Hilbert space 
{, = /C œ /C by the operator matrix 
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Embedding lC "-+ .c isometrically via the mapping 
K3X~(:)EL, 
allows us to identify lC with its image lCEJjO in.c. The metric projection PIC : .c ---t lC 
is then given by 
The operator U E B(.c) is easily seen to be unitary, indeed, using the relations 
V*V = fIC, p2 = P, PV = V - VV*V = V - V = 0, and V*P = V* - V*VV* = 
V* - V* = 0, we get 
(
V p) (V* 0) ( VV* + p2 
o V* P V V*P 
PV) (fIC 0), 
V*V 0 fIC 
UU* 
U*U (::)(~:.) (:: V*P ) p2 + VV* ( fIC 0). o fIC 
A simple induction gives 
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Un = 
(
Von 
* ) VnEN 
v*n ' 
where the asterisk * represents sorne operator, so that in identifying K rv K EB a we 
obtain 
Thus, every isometry can be realized as the restriction of a unitary operator on a 
larger space to one of its subspaces in a manner that respects the powers of both 
operators. We can formalize this. 
Theorem 34 Given an isometry V E B(K), there exists a Hilbert space 1:, ~ K 
containing K as a subspace, and a unitary operator U E B(I:,) such that 
V n = unl JC for all n ~ o. 
Shortly we shall prove a st ronger fact that a similar result holds for contrac-
tions. This is in essence Sz-Nagy's dilation theorem that will entail von Neumann's 
inequality as a simple corollary. 
Definition 35 Suppose H and K are Hilbert spaces, while TE B(H) and SE B(K). 
We say that T is a compression of Sand write T = Pr(S), if and only if 
1. H ç K is a subspace, 
2. T = PH 0 SIH. 
Moreover, if Tn = Pr(sn) for each positive integer n E Z+, S is said to be a 
dilation ofT. 
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Rernarks: 
1. In requiring that H ç lC be a subspace, it is automatic that H is a closed sub-
space, for it is a Hilbert space (complete, hence closed) on its own. Moreover, 
we also include the possibility of an isometric embedding H <-+ lC, in which 
case H is identified with its image inside lC when restricting SIH. 
2. The operator PH denotes the orthogonal projection PH : lC -t H, and is an 
integral part of the compression T = PH 0 SIH, it is not redundant! 
In a general setting, suppose lC is a Hilbert space and H ç lC a closed Hilbert 
subspace. We may then decompose lC = H E8 Hl. and thus regard any bounded 
operator S E B(lC) as a 2 x 2 operator matrix 
S= (wX Yz) : H E8 Hl. ---+ H E8 Hl., 
where in fact, 
x = PH 0 SIH E B(H, H), 
Y = PH 0 SIH-L E B(Hl., H), 
W = PH-L 0 SIH E B(H, Hl.), and 
Z = PH-L 0 SIH-L E B(Hl., Hl.). 
Thus, the compression of S to H is simply the (1,1) entry of this operator 
matrix for S. Let us look at a few cases. 
First, the operator W = 0 if and only if the subspace H is invariant for S, 
that is SH ç H. The orthogonal projection in the compression PHSH is then 
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superfluous, and we simply write X = SI7i where Sv = X v for all v E H, and 
say that S extends X. Looking at powers we have 
sn = 
( 
XOn *) nE Z+, zn ' 
:~:::s s:wsJtt,:a:OX:ond:n~:a:ort: :n::~W:Ch am(o~nt~: ~~~n)g t:: : 
o V* 
dilation for the isometry V. 
Next, the operator Y = 0 if and only if H.l is invariant for S, that is SH.l ç H.l. 
This instance is similar to the one above in that 
( x*n sn= o ) + , nEZ, zn 
and again S dilates X. Stronger yet is the case where H reduces S, that is 
to say, SH ç H and SH.l ç H.l. The latter is also equivalent to saying that 
S*H ç H and we shall be reduced to studying the operators SI7i E B(H) and 
Slw- E B(H.l). 
Hopefully the reader can now appreciate the sentence 'realize Hilbert space 
operators as 'parts' of simpler, nicer operators on a larger spaces. ' 
3. By the definition of an orthogonal projection, 
((1 - P7i)z, y) = 0, Vz E /C, Vy E H. 
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and consequently, the second criteria in our definition is equivalent to the con-
dition 
x, y E H ==* (Tx, y) = (Sx, y). 
Furthermore, if T is a compression of S, since IIPrtii op ::; 1, we have IITllop ::; 
IISllop· 
The following proposition albeit simple will nevertheless be useful later on. 
Proposition 36 Let H, IC and 1:- be Hilbert spaces, with T E B(H), S E B(IC) and 
W E B(I:-). 
1. Suppose T = Pr(S) and S = Pr(W), then T = Pr(W). 
2. 1fT = Pr(S), then T* = Pr(S*). 
3. Let Àl and À2 be complex scalars, Tl, T2 E B(H) and SI, S2 E B(IC) with 
Tj = Pr(Sj), for j = 1,2, then 
In particular, if p E C[X] is a polynomial, and S is a dilation of T, then 
p(T) = Pr(p(S)). 
Pr(Sn) for each 
n = 1,2,3, .... Then 
(a) (Sn) --+ S weakly ==* :3 TE B(H) such that (Tn) --+ T weakly. 
(b) (Sn) --+ S strongly ==* :3 TE B(H) such that (Tn) --+ T strongly. 
(C) (Sn) --+ S in operator norm ==* :3 T E B(H) such that (Tn) --+ T in 
operator norm. 
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r---... 
Also, in each of the three cases, T = Pr(S). 
5. Suppose Tl E B(1il ) has dilation Ul E B(Kl ), and T2 E B(1i2 ) has dilation 
U2 E B(K2 ). Then 
Proof: 
1. Clearly 1i ç Lis a subspace. Note that PHP/C = PH as operators on L. lndeed, 
for any vector x E L, 
which holds, because PHx belongs to 1i ç K. Therefore, 
2. If x, y E 1i are arbitrary, we have 
(T*x, y) = (x, Ty) = (Ty, x) = (Sy, x) = (y, S*x) = (S*x, y), 
so by the above discussion, T* = Pr(S*). 
3. Easy stuff: 
ÀlPHSl!H + À2PHS2 !H = PH(ÀlSl!H + À2S2 !H) 
PH(ÀlSl + À2S2 )!H = Pr(ÀlSl + À1S2 ). 
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r-', 
! 
~'. 
If S is a dilation of T, then T n = Pr(sn) for every positive integer n, so that 
given a polynomial p = 2::=1 Pnzn , 
N N (N) 
p(T) = ~PnTn = ~Pn Pr(sn) = Pr ~Pnsn = Pr(p(S)), 
as claimed. 
4. (a) Suppose Sn ---+ S weakly, that is to say that (Snx, YI ---+ (Sx, YI for an 
vectors x, Y E 1(. But Tn is a compression of Sn for each n, so (Tnx, YI = 
(Snx, YI ---+ (Sx, YI as weIl. Consider the map 
a:HxH ---+ <C 
a : (x, y) ~ lim(Tnx, y) = (Sx, y), 
which is easily seen to be sesquilinear and bounded. Therefore, there 
exists a bounded operator on H, say T, such that (Tx, YI = lim(Tnx, YI = 
(Sx, YI. It then follows that (Tn) converges weakly to T, and that T = 
Pr(S). 
(b) If Sn ---+ S strongly, that is Snx ~ Sx in H for aIl x E H, then 
clearly Sn ---+ S weakly too, and the conclusion in a) follows. Moreover, 
Tn ---+ T strongly, for if x is in H, 
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(c) Convergence in (B(H), II·I/op) ensures weak convergence so that the result 
in a) stands. In addition, 
5. Obviously, Hl EB H2 ç ICI EB IC2 is a closed subspace. If x E Hl and y E H2' 
with n E N, 
as claimed. 
D 
The existence of dilations of operators beg the notions of minimality and equiva-
lence which we now briefly discuss. First, when are two dilations of the same operator 
considered to be equivalent, or isomorphic? 
Definition 37 Two dilations ofT E B(H), say S E B(IC) and S'E B(IC
'
), are said 
to be isomorphic if there is a unitary transformation 
U : IC' --+ IC, 
such that, 
1. H is a fixed subspace of U, that is, Ux = x, for every xE H. 
IC' 
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u 
--+ 
2. S and S'are unitarily equivalent via U, that is, S' = U-1SU. 
IC' ~ IC' 
IC s -----+ IC 
Next, there is a sense in which we can order dilations of a fixed operator. Suppose 
TE B(1-l) and S = B(IC), where S is a dilation of T. Moreover, consider an operator 
W on a larger space C :2 IC which extends Sand also dilates T, that is, 
Although Sand W are both dilations of the operator T, S is in a sense a 'srnaller' 
one. So, once we get our hands on sorne dilation S of T E B(1-l) , we can think of 
existing 'bigger' and 'srnaller' dilations with respect to S, and thus obtain a type of 
ordering of these dilations with S figuring in sornewhere there. To rnake this precise 
we give a definition. 
Definition 38 Suppose T E B(1-l). Denote by S = (SŒl ICoJ~EA the set (possibly 
emptyJ consisting of aU possible dilations of T, (Sa E B(ICa), and Tn = Pr(S~), Va E 
A, Vn E N'J. Impose the relation 
In addition, suppose (S, C) is a fixed dilation for the operator T. We shaU caU 
a dilation (X, IC) minimal (for S J, provided that 
1. X j S, 
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2. YjS~XjY. 
In other words, (X, lC) is minimal if lC is the smallest closed reducing subspace for 
X containing H. 
3.2 Nagy's Dilation Theorem 
Before venturing into N agy's theorem, we remind the reader of a space that 
recurs periodically in functional analysis literature and in the proof of the former. 
Given a Hilbert space H, look at the set 
00 00 
k=O k=O 
This set is clearly a linear space with vector addition and scalar multiplication per-
formed componentwise. The form 
00 
((Xk), (Yk))C2(1t) := L(Xk,Yk)1t 
k=O 
is certainly a well defined inner product on e2 (H). Well defined cornes from Cauchy-
Schwartz; 
The fact that e2 (H) with its induced norm 
is complete is an easy exercise. One can also form the direct sum of H indexed by 
the integers, namely 
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Norm and inner product are produced much in the same way. 
N agy's dilation theorem can now be stated and proved, and from which we can 
immediately milk a proof of von Neumann's inequality, as promised. 
Theorem 39 (Sz.-Nagy's dilation theorem) Let T be a contraction on a Hilbert 
space H, then 
1. there exists a minimal isometric dilation V E B(lC) ofT such that 
(a) V*H ç H, T* = V*I'i! and TP7-l = P7-lV as members of B(lC), 
(b) (V, lC) is determined up to isomorphism, that is, any minimal isometric 
dilation of T is isomorphic to (V, lC). 
2. there exists a minimal unitary dilation U E B(.c) of T such that (U,.c) is 
determined up to isomorphism, that is, any minimal unitary dilation of T is 
isomorphic to (U,.c). 
Corollary 40 (von Neumann's inequality) Let T be an operator on a Hilbert 
space with IITII :::; 1, and pany complex polynomial, then 
IIp(T)llop :::; Ilpllu = sup Ip(z)l· Izl9 
Proof: Let U E B(.c) be a unitary dilation of the contraction T as in Nagy's theo-
rem. According to Proposition 36, p(T) = Pr(p(U)), and consequently IIp(T)llop :::; 
IIp(U)llop • Simply note that p(U) is unitary whose spectrum (J(p(U)) is contained 
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in the unit circle. Utilizing the functional calculus for unitaries gives the desired 
inequality 
IIp(T)llop ~ IIp(U)llop = sup Ip(z)l. 
Izl9 
o 
Proof of Nagy's Theorem: 
1. A simple construction will show existence. Consider the Hilbert space f!2(H) 
which contains an isometric copy of H in the natural way 
H "--t g2(H) 
H 3 x f---+ (x, 0, 0, ... ) E g2(H) 
Our metric projection is then given by Prt(Xk)~O = (xo, 0, 0, ... ). Now define 
V : g2(H) ---+ g2(H) as follows: 
where DT denotes the positive defect operator DT = (Irt - T*T)1/2. The defect 
operator is utilized for its Pythagorian-type property. More precisely, for each 
x in H, 
(DTx, DTX) = (D~x, x) = ((Irt - T*T)x, x) = (x, x) - (Tx, Tx) 
IIxl1 2 - IITxI1 2 . 
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Consequently, VI is a linear isometry; 
00 00 
k=I k=I 
00 
L II x kl1 2 = II(Xk)II;2(H)' 
k=O 
After a simple induction, the restriction of Vr to the subspace H looks like 
whence PH 0 VInl H = Tn and VI is an isometric dilation of T. In general VI will 
not be minimal, but the foIlowing construction clears this minor encumbrance. 
compute Vt, in fact 
From this, it is apparent that VtH ç H. Therefore, define the space /C as being 
the closed linear span of the sets VrH as n runs over aIl positive integers, 
By the very definition of this space, as weIl as the invariance of H under Vt, it 
is apparent that /C reduces VI, which leads us to set V = VI lx:: as an isometry 
on /C. Then 
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and (V, IC) is an isometric dilation of T. Moreover, IC is clearly the smaIlest 
reducing space for V that contains H. (V, IC) is therefore our minimal isometric 
dilation. The fact that V* extends T* is immediately given by the formula for 
Vt above. Now for x E H, and aIl n E N, 
which suffices to prove, by extending linearly and continuously, that T PH = 
What remains to be proved is 1. (b ). To that end, observe that for any isometric 
dilation V of T, and x, y E H, 
if n 2: m 2: 0, 
if m 2: n 2: O. 
Thus, the scalar product of finite linear sums l:~=ü vnxn do not depend on 
our choice of dilation V, but only on the vectors x and y. Therefore, if Vi and 
V2 are minimal isometric dilations of T on the spaces ICi and IC2 respectively, 
setting 
N 
:= 2: Vt xn. 
n=ü 
we obtain a weIl defined surjective linear isometry 
Lin (Q V;1i) ---. Lin (90 v,n1i) . 
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Sinee (lIi, KI) and (112, K 2 ) are minimal, we can continuously extend rp to a 
unitary rp : K2 -+ K2. This map clearly fixes H, and for y = 2:::=0 V;nxn , we 
have 
N N N 
V1<PY VI L v;nxn = L vt+1 xn = <P L v;n+lxn 
n=O n=O n=O 
N 
<pV2 L v;nxn = <pV2y, 
n=O 
and by continuity, V1<P = <pV2 on K 2 . The proof of 1. is done. 
2. If V is our isometric dilation given in 1., then utilize Theorem 34 to obtain 
S E B(.:J) a unitary dilation of V. By Proposition 36, S is indeed a unitary 
dilation of the contraction T. By much the same method as above we construct 
a minimal one. Put 
K = CLin (U snH) . 
nEZ 
K then reduees S, and setting U = Sk gives the minimal unitary dilation. 
Now, given any unitary dilation of T, 
if n 2: m, 
if m 2: n. 
for any old integers m, nEZ and vectors x, y E H. Mimicking the proof in 
part 1. (b) will finish the job. 
o 
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As a simple remark, recall that an operator A E B(7-i) is said to be a co-
isometry, if its adjoint A * is an isometry. N agy's theorem therefore states that every 
contraction admits a co-isometric extension. 
3.3 Stinespring's Dilation Theorem 
The next result is truly remarkable and is due to Stinespring [7]. It is one 
of the most general dilation theorems and sheds much light on the link between 
positivity and dilations. In fact, not only does Stinespring's theorem entail Nagy's 
result on unitary dilations, but also characterizes completely positive maps from 
C*-algebras into the space of bounded operators on a Hilbert space. In particular, 
a unit al completely positive map from a C*-algebra A into B(7-i) turns out to be 
a type of compression of a representation (*-homomorphism) of A into B(/C), for 
a larger space /C. The reader weIl versed in functional analysis might respond by 
asking whether this is a sort of GNS construction. The answer is yes, Stinespring's 
theorem is a generalization of the Gelfand-Naimark-Segal representation theorem 
for states (positive functionals with norm 1). Remember, the GNS construction 
characterizes states F : A --t <C as being of the form F ( a) = (7r ( a ) x, x) JC for a unique 
cyclic representation 7r : A --t B(/C) with cyclic vector x E /C. Instead of dealing 
with positive functionals into the complex numbers, as does the GNS construction, 
Stinespring's result works with completely positive maps into B(7-i). The proof of 
the latter somewhat mimics the proof of the former. Enough preamble, on to the 
good stuff! 
Theorem 41 (Stinespring's dilation theorem) Let A be a C*-algebra, and cP : 
A --t B(7-i) a completely positive map. Then, there exists a Hilbert space /C, a 
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representation (*-homomorphism) 7r : A ---+ B(K), as well as a bounded operator 
V E B(H, K) with IIVII~p = 111>( eA) Ilop' all of these satisfying 
1>(a) = V*7r(a)V 
K ~ K 
Proof: Consider the linear space obtained via the algebraic tensor product A ® H. 
Define a mapping 
[', ']A®'lt : A ® H x A ® H ---+ C 
by setting [a ® x, b ® y] := (1)(b*a)x, Y)'lt, and extending linearly 
[L aj ® Xj, L bk ® Yk] = L[aj ® Xj, bk ® Yk]. j k j,k 
Sorne of the properties of this function are immediate, for one, it defines a Hermetian 
form. lndeed, 
[b®y,a®x] (1)(a*b)y, x)'lt = (y, 1>(a*b)*x)'lt = (Y,1>((a*b)*)x)'lt 
(y, 1>(b*a)x)'lt = (1)(b*a)x, Y)'lt = [a ® x, b ® y]. 
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r--, 
Note that we used the fact that positive maps are self-adjoint. It is clear enough 
that[., ']A01-{ is linear in the first argument and conjugate linear in the second. Fur-
thermore, [" ']A01-{ defines a semi-inner product, provided that we show the positive 
semi-definite property. Observe that 
n n [~aj ® Xj, ~ai ® Xi] I)aj 0 Xj, ai 0 Xi] = L(<p(a7aj)xj, Xi) 
i,j i,j 
( (",(a;aj)) 
Xl Xl ) 
Xn Xn 1-{(n) 
("'n[( aiaj)1 
Xl Xl ) 2:: 0, 
Xn Xn 1-{(n) 
where the last inequality is due to the fact that <Pn is positive, along with Proposition 3 
which asserts that (a;aj) E Mn(A)+. The following simple lemma will be very useful 
in subsequent work. 
Lemma 42 Let (X, [', 'lx) be a semi inner product space. Then the set 
N = {x EX; [x, xl = a} = {x EX; [x, y] = a Vy EX} 
zs a linear subspace. Moreover, the formula (x, y)X/N .- [x, y]x defines an znner 
product on the quotient space X / N. 
Proof: A semi-inner product satisfies the Cauchy-Schwartz inequality 
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I[x, y]1 :::; [x, X]1/2 . [y, yj1/2, 
therefore, if x, y E N, and a E C, 
o :::; [x + ay, x + ay] [x, x] + a[y, x] + a[x, y] + laI 2 [y, y] 
- 2~(a[x, y]) :::; lai· I[x, y]1 :::; lai· [x, xj1/2 . [y, yj1/2 = o. 
If x is a vector such that [x, x] = 0, then Cauchy-Schwartz's inequality ensures that 
[x, y] = 0 for aIl y EX. The reverse inclusion is obvious. 
Suppose x = x' E X/N and y = y' EX/N, then x' = x + ni and y' = y + n2 for 
sorne vectors ni, n2 E N so that 
[x', y'] = [x + ni, Y + n2] = [x, y] + [x, n2] + [ni, y] + [ni, n2] 
[x, y] = (x, mX/N, 
and (-, ·)X/N is weIl defined. Finally, if (x, X)X/N = 0, then [x, x] = 0 and x E N, 
rendering x = o. 
o 
Back to Stinespring. As in the lernrna, let N = {t E A ®1t ; [t, t]A01-l = o} and 
obtain the inner product space A ®1t/ N with inner product 
(a ® x + N, b ® Y + N)A01-l/N = [a ® x, b ® y]A01-l = (q;(b*a)x, y)1-l, 
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extended linearly. The next step is to complete this space with respect to the induced 
norm to yield a Hilbert space that we shaH denote by K. 
We now work on our *-homomorphism. To this end, define for each a E A a mapping 
?Ta: A 0 1t ---+ A 0 1t by 
That which is always a nuisance when working with tensors is verifying that maps 
are weIl defined. WeIl, the mapping A x 1t ---+ A 0 1t given by (a, x) t---+ a 0 x is 
clearly bilinear and by property of tensor product there is a unique induced linear 
transformation from A 01t to itself given by (t). What is not so obvious is that ?Ta 
leaves the subspace N invariant, and is bounded. For that we shaH need to make 
a simple observation. N amely, given a, al, ... an E A, we know from Proposition 3 
that the matrices (aia*aaj) and Ila*all' (aiaj) belong to Mn(A)+, but Proposition 3 
also ensures that 
Thus the inequality (aia*aaj) :::; Ila*all . (aiaj) holds in Mn(A)+, and consequently, 
cp being completely positive gives the inequality (cp(aia*aaj)) :::; Ila*all . (cp(aiaj)) in 
B(1t(n))+. 80, for a tensor t = 2:,;=1 aj 0 Xj E A 01t, 
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) 
< \"a'a" o (q\(a;aj)) ) 
H.<n) 
n 
Ila*all' L (qy(a;aj)xj, xiht 
i,j=l 
Thus, if t E N then 1ra(t) E N as well, and this induces a well defined linear 
transformation on the quotient A 01ijN, which we still denote as 1ra, given by 
The above lengthy computation also shows how 1r a is bounded. lndeed, for a vector 
V+NEA0HjN, 
(1ra(V +N), 1ra(v +N))A®?-l/N = (1ra(v) +N, 1ra(v) +N)A®?-l/N 
[1r a ( V ), 1r a ( V ) 1 A®?-l ::; Il a 11 2 • [v, V 1 A®?-l 
Ila11 2 • (V + N, V + N)A®?-l/N = IIal1 2 • Ilv + NII~®?-l/N' 
so that II1fa ll op ::; Ilail. Thus, 1fa extends continuously to a bounded operator, which 
we still denote as 1ra, on the complet ion /C. Sorne properties of these operators are 
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obvious, for instance, if a, b E A, it is straightforward that 7ra+b = 7ra + 7rb and 
7rab = 7ra 07rb as mappings on A @ H, and consequently as operators on /C. Also, 
the fact that 7re = f/C poses no problem. We now daim that 7ra* 
U = 2:j aj @ Xj and v = 2:i bi @Yi as members of A @ H, then 
(7ra (U) + N, v + N)/C = [7ra (U) , VlA01-l 
[i)aaj) @Xj, t bi @ Yi] 
)=1 2=1 A01-l 
n L (cjJ(b;aaj)xj, Yi)1-l 
i,j=l 
7r~. Take 
[t aj @ Xj, t a*bi @ Yi] = lu, 7ra* (v)lA01-l 
)=1 2=1 A01-l 
(U + N, 7ra*(v) + N)/C = (u + N, 7ra*(v + N))/C, 
whence 7r a* = 7r~ as daimed. Therefore, the map 
7r : A ---+ B(/C) 
A:3 a f----+ 7r(a) = 7ra E B(/C) 
is a representation. 
It now remains to define our operator V E B(H, /C). Simply set 
V(X) = e@x+N, for x E H. 
V is dearly linear and bounded, since, 
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IIVxllk (Vx, VX)K = (e®x+N,e®x+N)x: 
[e ® x, e ® XlA®7t = (cp(e)x, X)7t ::; Ilcp(e)llop ' Ilx11 2 . 
Moreover, by this it is also clear that IIVII~p = SUPllxl19 (cp(e)x, X)7t = Ilcp(e)llop' 
To end the pro of, observe that for any x, y E H, 
(V*7r(a)Vx,Y)7t (7r(a)Vx, VY)K = (7ra (e ® x + N), e ® y + N)K 
(ae ® x + N, e ® y + N)K = [a ® x, e ® YlA®7t = (cp(a)x, Y)7t. 
Thus, for every a E A we have V*7r( a) V = cp( a) as desired. The pro of is finally done. 
o 
Remarks: 
1. We have mentioned that any map cp described as in the statement of the theo-
rem is completely positive. It is not difficult to see why, for if A E Mn(A)+, 
CPn(A) diag(V*, ... , V*)7rn (A)diag(V, ... , V) 
diag(V, ... , V)*7rn (A)diag(V, ... , V), 
which is always positive because *-homomorphisms are completely positive 
maps. Stinespring's theorem thus characterizes the completely positive maps 
from a C* -algebra into the C* -algebra of bounded operators on a Hilbert space. 
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2. As mentioned ab ove , Stinespring's result is a natural generalization of the 
Gelfand-Naimark-Segal theorem of states on a C*-algebra. In fact, if we put 
'H = C then B(C) = C, and A 129 C = A, and reading through the proof of 
Stinespring, one can recover the classical proof for the G NS construction. 
3. An important case emerges when the map cp in the theorem is unital, namely, 
that V is an isometry. In this case we identify 'H with its image V'H as a 
subspace of lC and realize that V* becomes the orthogonal projection PH' To 
see this, note that (x, V*Y)H = (V x, Yh:; and with the identification we also 
have (VX,Y)K = (X,Y)K, which together yields, 
xE 'H,y E lC =? ((1 - V*)y,x) = 0, 
whence V* = PH' The theorem then states that 
cp(a) = PH o7r(a)IA' Va E A, 
which amounts to saying that every completely positive unit al map from a C*-
algebra into B('H) is the compression of a *-homomorphism into B(lC) for a 
larger space lC containing 'H. 
4. In the setting of this theorem, we shall call the triple (7r, V, lC) a Stinespring 
representation for the completely positive map cp. When studying Stinespring 
representations, there are also notions of minimality and uniqueness very much 
in the same vein as for dilations. We shan't annoy the reader with more of this. 
We can now enjoy the fruit of our labor by establishing N agy's result as a 
corollary of Stinespring and von Neumann's inequality together. 
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Theorem 43 (Sz.-Nagy's dilation theorem) Let H be a Hilbert space with 
T E B(H) and IITllop ::; 1. Then, there exists a minimal unitary dilation U E B(/C) 
of T determined up to isomorphism. 
Proof: We resort to the positive map cp : T ---t B(H) scrutinized in Theorem 15 
that extends by Corollary 11 to a positive map cp : C('lI') ---t B(H). Theorem 27 then 
ensures that cp is completely positive. Let (7r, V, /C) be a Stinespring representation 
for cp. Since cp is unital, V is an isometry and H can be identified with the Hilbert 
subspace V H ç /C. As remarked ab ove , with this identification, 
cp(f) = PH 0 7r(f) IH' V f E C('lI'). 
The coordinate function f (z) = z is unitary as a member of C ('lI'). Recall that *-
homomorphism preserves unitaries, thus setting U = 7r(Z), U E B(/C) is a unitary 
operator. Finally, 
The reader can refer to Theorem 39 and find therein the remaining ideas of mini-
mality and isomorphism. 
o 
Stinespring's dilation Theorem in tandem with Berger's Theorem 30 from the 
preceding section yields an interesting result that Berger tagged as a strange dilation 
theorem in his paper [15]. Although it's assumptions are weaker than Nagy's dilation 
Theorem, the end result 'suffers' the effect of a constant 2. 
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Theorem 44 (Berger) Let T E B(H). Then w(T) ~ 1 if and only if there is a 
Hilbert space lC containing H and a unitary U E B(lC) such that 
Proof: Suppose w(T) ~ 1. Let cp : C(1I') ------+ B(H) be the positive (hence completely 
positive) map scrutinized in Theorem 30. Make a small adjustment and define ~ := 
cp/2 so that 11~(1)11 = 1. Now apply Stinespring to the completely positive map ~, 
and obtain as in the last line of Nagy's Theorem, 
Conversely, suppose Tn = 2PH 0 un l'H for every positive integer n. We wish to prove 
that w(T) ~ 1. To that end, it suffices, by Theorem 30 to show that the map 
cp : T ------+ B(H) given by 
cp(p + (1) = p(T) + q(T)* + (p(O) + q(O))I 
is positive. Using the same techniques as in the proof of Theorem 30, this amounts 
to showing the positivity of the operator matrix 
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After factoring out the constant 2, this was essentially done in Theorem 15, sinee 
PHV is a contraction. 
o 
As a corollary, we have the following result which appears in [14]. 
Theorem 45 Let T E B(H) with w(T) :S 1. Suppose Xo E H and IITnxo11 = 211xoll 
for some n ~ 1, then Tn+1xo = O. 
Proof: WeIl, by Theorem 44, we have Tk = 2PH 0 Ukl H for sorne unitary U acting 
on lC ;;:2 H. Therefore, 
Now U is unitary, so Ilunxoll = Ilxoll, and sinee PH is a projection, this gives 
pHunXo = unxo, in other words, unxo E H. Henee Tnxo = 2unxo. Therefore, 
o 
In a general setting, given an operator T on a Hilbert spaee H for which there 
exists an operator S on a larger space lC ;;:2 H such that 
for a constant p > 0, the literature calls S a p-dilation of T. Nagy and Foias develop 
the theory of p-dilations in their book [6] wherein one finds the previous result as 
a simple corollary. One quick, easy observation shows that operators that admit 
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unitary p-dilations have spectrum that lie in the closed disk IOl. To see this, suppose 
T has a unitary p-dilation, then IITnll~~n ::; pl/n for each positive integer n. Letting 
n ~ ex) yields 
r(T) = lim IITnll~~n ::; 1 
n-+oo 
which says that CJ(T) ç IOl. Combining Theorem 44 with Corollary 32 gives the 
following somewhat striking result. 
Corollary 46 Let T E B (7-l) that admits a 2- dilation. If f E A (IOl), with Il f Il ::; 1 
and f(O) = 0, then f(T) also admits a 2-dilation. 
3.4 Naimark's Dilation Theorem 
There is another dilation theorem, due to Naimark, that actually preceded Stine-
spring's result in the Annals. It's proof which can be followed in [6] is much in the 
same spirit as Theorem 41, the two results being very IIluch related. In what follows 
the ide as of positivity manifest in the theory of positive-definite maps defined on 
groups. A definition is in order. 
Definition 47 Let G be a group and 7-l a Hilbert space. 
1. By a unitary representation of the group G we mean a function 
p: G ~ B(7-l), 
such that p(g) is unitary for each 9 E G, and p(gh) = p(g)p(h) for all g, hE G. 
2. A function 'ljJ : G ~ B(7-l) is said to be completely positive-definite if and 
only if 
(a) 'ljJ(g-l) = 'ljJ(g)*, 'l/g E G. 
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(b) for every finite set of elements gl, ... ,gn E G, the operator matrix ('IjJ(g:;l gj)) 
is positive in Mn(B(H)). 
Remarks: 
1. A unitary representation is sim ply a group homomorphism from the group in 
question G, into the group of unitary operators contained in B(H). It follows 
that p(e) = Irl' (where e denotes the identity in G). 
2. It is not difficult to see that that condition 2.(a) follows from 2.(b), just set 
gl = 9 and g2 = e to obtain the positive operator matrix, 
and as a consequence 'IjJ(g-l) = 'IjJ(g)*. Moreover, the condition 2.(b) can 
equivalently be stated as follows: for every finitely supported function f : G --+ 
H, the finite sum 
2: ('IjJ(g-lh)f(h), f(g))7-l ~ O. 
gEG,hEG 
In one direction, take any f finitely supported, with support supp(f) = {gl' ... ,gn} 
and f(gk) = Xk E H for k = 1, ... , n. Then, 
n n 
2: ('IjJ(g-lh)f(h), f(g))7-l = 2: ('IjJ(g:;lgj)f(gj) , f(gi))7-l = 2: ('IjJ(g:;lgj)Xj, Xi)7-l 
g,hEG i,j=l i,j=l 
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) 2: o. 
HJn) 
Conversely, choose gl, ... ,gn E G and let Xl, . .. ,Xn E H are arbitrary. Set 
as f : G ---+ H the finitely supported function defined by f(gk) = Xk for k = 
1, ... ,n, and 0 otherwise. Then the above computation ensures the positivity 
of the operator matrix ('IjJ(g;lgj)). 
3. The versed reader will wonder why the adverb completely is used in the def-
inition. Are not these maps in standard use simply called positive-definite? 
WeIl, yes, but in more recent literature, namely [5], there seems to be a dis-
tinction between completely positive-definite maps and merely positive-definite 
maps from groups into B(H). A map 'IjJ : G ---+ B(H) is said to be positive-
definite if for every finite set of group of elements gl, ... ,gn E Gand scalars 
Œ1, ... ,Œn E te the operator 
n L aiDj'IjJ(g;lgj) 
i,j=l 
is positive. Notice at once that a completely positive-definite map is indeed 
positive-definite. When we deal with the group Z, the distinction will facilitate 
the verbiage, more precisely, the completely positive-definite maps from Z into 
B(H) are in bijective correspondence with the completely positive maps from 
C(1[') into B(1-t). 
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4. As we shall see now, there is a connection between the two notions just defined. 
Every unitary representation gives rise to a completely positive-definite map 
and vice versa, the latter is essentially Naimark's theorem. 
Proposition 48 Let lC and H be Hilbert spaces with a bounded operator 
V : H ---t lC. Suppose also that G is a group and p : G ---t lC a unitary representa-
tion. Then, the function 'lj; : G ---t H defined by 
'lj;(g) = V*p(g)V 
is a completely positive-definite map. 
lC p(g) ---t lC 
Proof: Pick g1, ... ,gn E G, then the operator matrix 
(V*p(g;1gj )V) = (V*P(gi)*P(gj)V) 
diag(V*, ... , V*)(p(gi)*p(gj))diag(V, ... , V) 
diag(V, ... , V)*(p(gi)*p(gj))diag(V, ... , V), 
which is a positive operator matrix because (P(gi)* p(gj)) is positive by virtue of 
Proposition 3. 
o 
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.r--. 
:" 
We again remark that in the case where V is an isometry, then H may be 
identified with the Hilbert subspace VH ç J(, and with this identification, 
'ljJ(g) = PH 0 P(g)IH' Vg E G, 
defines a completely positive-definite map on G. Naimark's theorem is the converse 
of the previous result, and thus characterizes completely positive-definite maps on 
groups into B(H). 
Theorem 49 (Naimark's dilation theorem) Let G be a group, 'ljJ : G --+ B(H) 
a completely positive-definite map. Then, there exists a Hilbert space J(, a bounded 
operator V : H --+ J(, and a unitary representation p : G --+ B(H) such that 
'ljJ(g) = V*p(g)V, Vg E G. 
If the added assumption 'ljJ( e) = IH is granted, then V : H <-t J( is an isometric 
inclusion, and with this identification, 
Proof: Denote by F = F(G, H), the linear space of finitely supported functions 
from G to H, with pointwise addition and scalar multiplication. It is natural to 
define the form 
[fI, !2lF = L ('ljJ(g-lh)fI(h), f2(g))H, 
g,hEG, 
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because the positive semi-definite property is granted by the hypothesis on 'IjJ. Lin-
earity in the first argument is clear by the very definition of F( C, H), as for the 
conjugate property, 
g,hEG, g,hEG, 
g,hEG, g,hEG, 
which tells us that [" ·lF is a semi-inner product. Operate now as in lemma 42, 
setting N = {I E F; [l, IlF = O} as a subspaee and passing to the quotient FIN 
with inner product 
Complete the normed spaee (FI N, Il . IIFIN) and call this Hilbert spaee /C. 
For the operator V : H ---+ /C, set for each x E H, V(x) = Vx + NE FIN where 
{
X if 9 = e, 
Vx(g) = xcSe = 
o if 9 =1= e. 
Sinee (x + ay)cSe = xcSe + a(ycSe) as functions from C to H, V is eertainly linear. In 
the particular case where 'IjJ(e) = IH, we have 
(xcSe + N, ycSe + N) IC = [xcSe, ycSel F 
L ('IjJ(g-lh)xcSe(h) , ycSe(g))H = ('IjJ(e)x, y)H = (x, y)H, 
g,hEG 
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and V is an isornetry. Regardless of whether 'IjJ(e) = Irt or not, the above calculation 
gives IIVxll2 ::; 11~)(e)llop '11x112, so that Vis bounded. 
The next order of business is to come up with a unitary representation. If f : G ----+ H, 
is finitely supported, and a E G is fixed, look at the rnapping 
fa : G -----+ H where fa(g) = f(a- 1g), 
that is sornetirnes referred to as the left translate of f. Sorne properties are irnrnedi-
ate, narnely 
(f + f')a = fa + f~ 
(af)a = afa 
fe = f 
(fb)a = fab 
whereas others require sorne sweat. For instance, we clairn that [fa, f~lF = [f, f'lF' 
Well, 
g,hEG, g,hEG, 
L ('IjJ(g-laa- 1h)f(a-1h), f'(a- 1g))rt 
g,hEG, 
L ('IjJ(C 1s)f(s), f'(t))rt = [1, f'lF. 
s,tEG 
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It was just a matter of realizing that as h and 9 'run' through G, so do s = a-1h 
and t = a-1g. These properties ensure that for each fixed a E G, the map 
Pa: FIN ~ FIN, PaCJ) = fa. 
is an isometric isomorphism, and can be continuously extended to a unitary, still call 
it Pa, on!C. We now have our unitary representation, 
p: G ~ B(H), p(a) = Pa, Va E G, 
sinee for a, b E G, 
Pal]) = fab = (fb)a = Pa(fb) = PaPbJ, 
whence p(ab) = p(a)p(b). Finally, for x, y E H arbitrary, 
(V* p(a)V x, y)r{ (p(a)Vx, VY)K; = (p(a) (x6e + N), y6e + N)K; = ((x6e )a + N, y6e + N)K; 
[(x6e )a,y6elF = L ('ljJ(g-lh)(x6e )a(h), (y6e ) (g))rt 
g,hEG, 
L ('ljJ(g-lh)(x6e )(a-1h), (y6e ) (g))1{ = ('ljJ(a)x, Y)1{, 
g,hEG, 
thus, V*p(a)V = 'ljJ(a) for every a E G, as claimed. 
o 
Naimark's result provides yet another proof of Nagy's dilation theorem for con-
tractions. If TE B(H) is a contraction, we have already encountered operator valued 
function on the integers Il, 
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{ 
Tn 
T(n) = 
T*lnl 
if n ;::: 0, 
if n < O. 
A significant chunk of von Neumann's Theorem 15 is devoted to proving that the 
(n + 1) x (n + 1) operator matrix (Tij)O<S.i,j<S.n, where Tij = T(j - i), is positive for 
any n E Z+. This will serve weIl here. 
Proposition 50 Let T E B(H) with IITllop :::; 1. Then the operator valued function 
on the integers T : Z ---+ B(H) 
T(n) = { Tn 
T*lnl if n < o. 
ifn;::: 0, 
is completely positive-definite. 
Proof: Let (Xk)~~ be a two way finitely non-zero sequence in H, that is, only finitely 
many Xk are non zero. We must show that 
L (T(n - m)xn, xm)r{ ;::: o. 
n,mEZ 
Let a E N be the positive integer (if it exists) given by a = max{ -k; k < 0, and Xk i=-
O}, otherwise set a = o. Also, set K = max{k ; k E Z, and Xk i=- O}. Then it suffices 
to make a suitable transformation, 
n,mEZ n,mEZ 
i,jEZ i,jEN i,j=O 
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by virtue of the fact that (T(j - i)) is positive. 
o 
For the third and final time, here is Sz.-Nagy's dilation theorem. 
Theorem 51 (Sz.-Nagy's dilation theorem) Let H be a Hilbert space with T E 
B(H) and IITIIop ~ 1. Then, there exists a minimal unitary dilation U E B(JC) of T 
determined up to isomorphism. 
Proof: Consistent with the above notation, note that T(O) = hi. Combining the 
previous result with Naimark's dilation theorem, there exists a unitary representation 
p : Z ----t B(H) such that 
T(n) = Prt 0 p(n)lrt, \;In E Z. 
If we set p(l) = U, then p(n) = p(l)n = un for n = 1,2, ... , whence 
o 
We close this section by relating Stinespring's dilation theorem to that of N aimark's 
in the particular case of interest to us, namely when the employed C* -algebra is 
A = C ('lI') and the group being Z. 
Proposition 52 Let H and JC be Hilbert spaces. 
1. The unitary representations p : Z ----t B(JC) and the *-homomorphisms 7r : 
C('lI') ----t B(JC) are in one-to-one correspondence, the bijection given by 7r(eit ) = 
p(I). 
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2. Let 'lj; : Z ---t B(1i) be completely positive definite, then there is a uniquely 
defined completely positive map 4> : C('TI') ---t B(1i) given by 4>(eint ) = 'lj;(n). 
Conversely, if a completely positive map 4> : C('TI') ---t B(1i) is given, then 
the above formula for 'lj; defines a completely positive-definite function on the 
integers. 
Proof: For any integer nEZ the characters Xn(t) = eint are unitaries in the C*-
algebra C('TI') , from which follows that the operators 7r(Xn) are unitary as weIl. If 
7r : C('TI') ---t B(lC) is a *-homomorphism, then set p : Z ---t B(lC) as 
p(n) = 7r(Xn), for nEZ. 
Clearly, p is a unitary representation as 
Conversely, if p : Z ---t B(lC) is a given unitary representation, extend the formula 
p( n) = 7r (Xn) linearly to the operator system T ç C ('TI') of trigonometric polynomials, 
giving, 
Linearity is granted by the definition, 7r does map identity to identity, 7r(1) = 1 . 
p(O) = h, while multiplicativity and the *-property are straightforward, 
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7r (2:: CkCjei(k+j)t) = 7r (2:: CkCjp(k + j)) 
),k ),k 
7r (2:: CkCjP(k)P(j)) 
],k 
(~CkP(k)) (~Cjp(j)) 
~ (~Cke;kt) ~ (~Cje;jt). 
If T E T+ is a positive trigonometric polynomial, the Fejer-Riesz lemma says that 
there is a complex polynomial p such that T(eit ) = p(eit)p(eit ). Consequently, 7r is a 
positive map since 7r( T) = 7r(pp*) = 7r(p )7r(p)* is always positive. By Proposition la, 
7r is bounded and can thus be extended continuously to a *-homomorphism on an of 
C('IT'). Part 1. is done. 
As for part 2., suppose first that 'lj; is a completely positive-definite map on Z into 
B(H). Let (p, V, K) then be a Naimark representation of 'lj;, so that 'lj;(n) = V*p(n)V 
holds for every integer n. G leaning from part 1., let 7r be the *-homomorphism 
associated with p, so that 7r(Xn) = p(n). We know the map cp : C('IT') --+ B(H), 
given by 
cp(f) = V*7r(f)V, for f E C('IT') 
is completely positive. As claimed, 
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Similarly, if cjJ : CCII') -----+ B(H) is completely positive, let (7r, V, K) be a Stinespring 
representation of cjJ, so that cjJ(f) = V*7r(f)V for every f E CCII'). If pis the unitary 
representation associated with 7r, the map 'lj; : Z -----+ B(H) given by 
'lj;(n) = V*p(n)V, for nEZ 
is indeed completely positive-definite. Again, 'lj; (n) = cjJ( eint ) holds for each integer. 
o 
It is not difficult to dig a little deeper and prove the Proposition true for the 
Cartesian product of n copies of the integers zn, and the n-torus 'Irn. One sim ply 
needs to keep track of the indices. AIso, it is interesting to know, that if the reader 
so chooses, the word completely can be erased wherever it is seen, and the result 
still holds. Therefore, utilizing Theorem 27 which states that positive maps whose 
domain is commutative are completely positive yields the following fact: For zn, the 
positive-definite and completely positive definite operator valued Junctions coincide. 
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CHAPTER 4 
Commuting Contractions and von Neumann 
There is an analogue to Sz.-Nagy's unitary dilation theorem, due to Ando, for 
pairs of commuting contractions on a Hilbert space. Of the many applications of 
Ando's theorem, are sundry dilation theorems as weIl as the two-variable analogue 
of von Neumann's inequality. The only known proof of Ando's theorem is geometric 
in nature, much in the same spirit as our first approach to Nagy's result, and does 
not contain any ide as of positivity. We introduce the reader to the notion of dilation 
systems and subsequently head towards the main result. 
4.1 Dilation Systems of Isometries 
Definition 53 Let 1-i and lC be Hilbert spaces and A an indexing set. Let T = 
{Ta}aEA ç B(1-i) and S = {Sa}aEA ç B(lC) be systems of bounded operators. Then 
we shall call S a dilation system of T if 
1. 1-i ç lC is a Hilbert subspace, 
2. for every finite set of subscripts al, ... , ar E A, and non-negative integers 
nI, ... ,nr EN, we have 
The dilation family S is said to be isometric, unitary, etc., when it consists of 
operators Sa of the type in question. 
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Moreover, a commutative system T = {Ta}aEA ç B(1i) is a family whereby 
TaT(3 = T(3Ta for any choice of a, f3 E A. 
The first result is a dilation theorem for sets of commuting isometries. The proof 
comes from [6]. 
Theorem 54 Let {V, Va ; a E A} be a commutative system of isometries on a 
Hilbert space /C. Then, there exists a commutative system {U, Ua ; a E A} of 
isometries on a space .c ;;2 /C su ch that 
1. V = UI,rc and Va = Ual,rc, for all a E A, 
2. U is unitary, and Ua is unitary for each Ct E A where Va is unitary. 
In particular, {U, Ua ; Ct E A} is a dilation system of {V, Va ; Ct E A}. 
Proof: By virtue of Theorem 34 we may extend our isometry V to a unitary operator 
U on a space .c ;;2 /C, so that V = UI,rc. This extension can be constructed as to be 
minimal, in the sense that 
.c = CLin (U un/C) . 
nEZ 
N ow consider for each Ct E A the linear operator 
Ua : Lin (U un/C) ---+ Lin (U un/C) 
nEZ nEZ 
given by 
Ua (f unxn) := f UnvaXn. 
-N -N 
A laborious but straightforward computation shows that Ua is isometric. Keep in 
mind that unx = Vnx for each x E /C and n 2 0, and that VVa = Va V for every Ct 
in A. 
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2 (~UjVaXj, ~ U'Vax,) = ~ ~(UjVaXj, U'VaXk) 
L(UjVaXjl UkVaXk) + L(UjVaXjl UkVaXk) 
j2k j<k 
L(uj-kVaXjl VaXk) + L(VaXjl uk-jVaXk) 
j2k j<k 
L (vj-kVaXjl VaXk) + L (VaXjl vk-jVaXk) 
j2k j<k 
L(VaVj-kXjl VaXk) + L(VaXjl VaVk-jXk) 
j2k j<k 
~ . k ~ k' L..,.(VJ- Xjl Xk) + L..,.(Xj, v -J Xk ) 
j2k j<k 
L(Uj-kXj, Xk) + L(Xj, Uk-jXk) 
j2k j<k 
L(UjXj, UkXk) + L(UjXj, UkXk) 
j<k 
+N 2 
L L (uj Xj, UkXk) = L UnXn 
j k -N 
and Ua is thus isometric. Extend Ua continuously to.c. Clearly Uak = Va for each 
Ct E A. Moreover, if it so happens that for sorne Ct E A, Va is surjective, then by its 
definition, Ua is an isometric mapping onto the dense subset Lin(UnEZ unJ() ç .c, 
and its extension Ua E B(.c) is therefore unitary. 
It remains to show that the system {U, Ua ; aEA} is commutative. To this end, pick 
any integer nEZ and any Ct E A. Then for x in H, 
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thus UUa = UoP agree on Lin(UnEZ unJC) and hence on L. Finally, if a and (3 
belong to A, then, as ab ove , 
Ua(UnV,aX) = unvoY,ax = UnV,aVax = U,a(Unvax) 
U,aUa(Unx) 
so that UaU,a = U,aUa on L as weIl. The proof is complete. 
D 
Observe that by this process we are diminishing the number of non-unitary 
isometries in the initial system. Therefore, in the special case where one begins with 
a finite system of commuting isometries, we can repeat this process a finite number 
of times to end with a commutative system of unitaries. 
Corollary 55 Let {Vi, ... , Vm } be a commutative system of isometries on a Hilbert 
space IC. Then there is a commutative dilation system ofunitary opemtors {Ul , ... , Um } 
on a Hilbert space L ;2 IC, su ch that Vj = Ujk for j = 1, ... , m. 
Proof: We shall prove the special case where m = 2. The general case is simi-
lar. Apply Theorem 54 to the system {Vl ,V2} to obtain the commutative system 
{U{, Vn on ICi ;2 IC where the unitary U{ extends Vi, and the isometry V~ extends 
112. Another dose of Theorem 54, this time applied to the system {V~, Ua, will yield 
the commutative unitary dilation system {U2 , Ul } on IC2 , where U2 kl = V~ and 
Ulkl = U~. Setting L = IC2 , {U2 , Ul } is the desired system. 
D 
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As a result of this construction, an m-variable von Neumann inequality for 
isometries is now accessible. Before we dive into it, the reader should recall a fun-
dament al fact, namely the theorem of Gelfand-Naimark (see [2]). It states that 
every commutative C*-algebra is isometrically *-isomorphic to the C*-algebra of 
continuous functions on its maximal ide al spaee. Of particular interest to us, if A 
is a C* -algebra, and {UI, ... , um } ç A is a set of commuting unitaries, then the 
commutative C*-algebra generated by these elements, namely C*( {UI' ... ,um }), is 
isometrically *-isomorphic to C(X) where X is a compact subset of the m-torus Tm. 
Corollary 56 Let {VI, ... ,Vm } be a commutative system of isometries on a Hilbert 
space IC, and p a polynomial in m variables. Then 
IIp(VI , ... , Vm)llop ~ sup Ip(ZI,.'" zm)l· 
IZkl9 
I:Sk:Sm 
Proof: Let {UI , ... ,Um } be our commutative dilation system of unitary operators 
on the larger spaee .c 2 IC. Sinee, 
TTnI V nm - PunI Unm 1 VI ••• m - le I ••• m le 
for every choice of non-negative integers nI,' .. ,nm , then for any polynomial pin m 
variables, we have 
which leads to 
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Abiding by the remarks given before the statement of the corollary, the operator norm 
IIp(Ul, . .. ,Um ) Ilop is bounded by the the sup-norm of the polynomial p considered 
as a continuous function on the m-torus Tm. Therefore, as claimed, 
IIp(V1, ... , Vm)llop :::; Ilpllc(1rm ) = sup Ip(ZI, ... , zm)l. 
IZkl9 
l:Sk:Sm 
D 
There is a matricial version of this inequality to which we can devote sorne time 
and effort. Denote by Pm the algebra of polynomials in m variables, and regard Pm 
as a subalgebra of the C* -algebra of continuous functions on Tm. Consistent with 
the ab ove context, if U1, . .. ,Um E B(.c) are commuting unitaries, the map 
Pm ~ C*( {U1 , ..• ,Um}), 
p ~ p(U1, ... ,Um ) 
is bounded, and in fact contractive thanks to Gelfand-Naimark. What can be said 
of lPn? Is lP completely bounded? We can certainly remember Stinespring's crucial 
result, that is, a positive map whose domain is a commutative C* -algebra is com-
pletely positive. We also saw that a completely positive map defined on an operator 
system is completely bounded. These facts enabled us to extend von Neumann's 
inequality to polynomial matrices. The situation here is somewhat different, in that 
Pm is not a *-subalgebra nor an operator system, it is not closed under involution. 
So the question amounts to whether a bounded map defined on a subalgebra (or 
subspace) of a C* -algebra is completely bounded. The answer is in the affirmative 
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provided that the target space is commutative. 
If A is C* -algebra, we shall refer to a subspace M ç A as an operator space. For a 
nonnegative integer n E M, Mn(M) can be clearly regarded as a subspace of Mn(A) 
with norm structure induced from the unique C*-norm structure on Mn(A). The 
following can be found in [5]. 
Theorem 57 Let A be a C*-algebra, and M ç A an operator space. 
1. If f : M ---+ e is a bounded functional, then f is completely bounded, and 
Ilfllch = IIfll· 
2. If X is compact Hausdorff, and cp : M ---+ C(X) a bounded map, then cp is 
completely bounded and Ilcpllcb = Ilcpll. 
Proof: Suppose (mij) E Mn(M), while Œ = (Œ1, ... , Œn)t and À = (À1, ... , Àn)t be 
unit vectors in en. Then 
i,j 
A simple matrix factorization in Mn(M) gives 
À1eA ÀneA 
an a1n Œ1 eA 0 0 
0 0 
x X 
an1 ann ŒneA 0 0 
0 0 
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Since a, À E en were chosen to be unit vectors, the outer two matrix factors have 
operator norms equal to one. Thus, 
LÀimijaj < 
i,j 
o 
o 
o o 
o o 
Taking supremums over an unit vectors in en yields 
whence IIJnl1 :S IIJII for every n = 1,2, ... , and J is completely bounded. 
Given the bounded map cp : M ------+ C(X), define for each x E X the bounded linear 
functional cpx : M ------+ e by 
cpX(m) = cp(m)(x), for m E M. 
By our efforts ab ove , cpx is completely bounded for every x in X, and Ilcp~11 = Ilcpxll. 
Note that 
IlcpX11 = sup IcpX(m)1 = sup Icp(m)(x)l:S; sup Ilcp(m)llc(x) = Ilcpll· 
IImll9 IImll9 IIml19 
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The remaining details are straightforward, for (mij) E Mn(M), 
IICPn[( mij )lIIMn(C(X)) Il (cp(mij))IIMn(C(X)) = sup Il (cp(mij)(x))IIMn = II(cpX(mij))IIMn 
xEX 
Ilcp~[(mij)lIlMn :::; sup Ilcp~II'II(mij)11 = sup Ilcpxll·ll(mij)11 
xEX XEX 
thus IICPnl1 :::; Ilcpll for aH n = 1,2, .... The proof is now complete. 
o 
With that out of the way, we can now give the matricial version of von N eu-
mann's inequality for commuting isometries. 
Corollary 58 Let {VI, ... , Vm } be a commutative system of isometries on a Hilbert 
space /C, and Pij polynomials in m variables for 1 :::; i, j :::; n. Then 
Il (Pij(VI , ... , Vm))IIB(K(n)):::; sup IIp(ZI''''' zm)IIMn · 
IZkl9 
l::;k::;m 
Proof: If {UI , .. . ,Um } ç 8(1:) is a commutative unitary dilation system as in 
Theorem 55, for each polynomial Pij we have 
Now if x = (Xl, ... ,xn)t is a unit vector in /C, 
n n 2 n n 
L LPij(V1 , .•• , Vm)Xj = L L Pr(pij(U1"", Um))Xj 
i=l j=l i=l j=l 
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n n 2 
< L LPij(U1 , ... , Um)Xj = Il (Pij(U1, ... , Um))xllk<n), 
tive map 
i=l j=l 
Pm ~ C*( {U1 , ..• , Um}), 
P ~ p(U1 , ... ,Um) 
whose range is a commutative C*-algebra, is completely bounded by Theorem 57, so 
therefore, as claimed, 
Il (Pij(U1 , ... , Um))IIB(lC(n)) ::; II(Pij)IIMn(C(']['m» = sup IIp(Zl,'''' zm)IIMn • 
IZkl9 
l:S;k:S;m 
4.2 Ando's Theorem and its Cousins 
D 
AH this is weH and good for isometries, what of systems of commuting con-
tractions? The answer, a mind boggling one, is yes, a system of two commuting 
contractions does have a unitary dilation, and, yes, there is consequently a two-
variable von Neumann inequality, but, it only works for two. This is strangely unlike 
the case of isometric operators, whereby dilation systems and inequalities he Id for 
m commuting isometries. Let us first look at the case m = 2. This is the pivotaI 
Ando's theorem, which is striking on its own. !ts pro of is outlined in [6]. 
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Theorem 59 (Ando's Theorem) Let Tl and T2 be commuting contractions on a 
Hilbert space H. 
1. Then there exists commuting isometries VI and V2 on a space lC containing H, 
such that 
for every choice of nonnegative integers nI, n2 E N. That is, T = {Tl, T2} 
possesses an isometric commuting dilation system V = {VI, V2}. 
2. T = {Tl, T2} consequently also admits a unitary commuting dilation system 
U = {UI , U2 }. 
Proof: Set lC = f2(H) with the natural embedding H ~ lC. Define W 1 , W 2 E B(lC) 
as follows, 
The fact that the defect operators DTj = (I - Tj*Tj ) 1/2 satisfy the relation Il x 11 2 = 
IITjxl12 + IIDTjxl12 for j = 1,2 and x E H, ensures that W I and W2 are isometric. 
However, these do not in general commute. 
Consider the space ç = H(4) and the natural identification 
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Suppose that C is a unitary operator on ç; (to be determined later), define U on lC 
as 
and observe that U E B(lC) is unitary with inverse 
Then the operators VI := UWI and 1;2 := W2U- I are isometries on lC. We wish to 
find the operator C so that VI and 1;2 commute. WeIl, the work cut out for us is 
clear, compute "Vi 1;2 and V2 VI and compare. 
UWI W2U- I((Xk)) = UWI W2(xo, C-I(XI' X2, X3, X4), C- I(X5' X6, X7, X8), ... ) 
UW1(T2Xo, DT2XO, 0, C-1(Xl' X2, X3, X4), C- I(X5' x6, x7, X8), ... ) 
U(T1T2Xo, DT! T2Xo, 0, DT2XO, 0, C-I(XI' X2, X3, X4), C- I(X5' X6, X7, Xs), ... ) 
- (TIT2Xo, C(DT! T2Xo, 0, DT2XO, 0), Xl, X2, X3, X4, X5, X6, X7, X8," .), 
while the not so laborious 1;2 VI amounts to 
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Sinee TIT2 = T2TI , VI and V2 will commute if and only if G satisfies 
Set X ç 9 and Y ç 9 as the linear subspaees 
and define Go as a linear mapping from X onto Y according to (t), that is, 
Using the properties of the defect operators and the commutativity of Tl and T2 , we 
see how Go is isometric. lndeed, 
IIDT2Tl xl1 2 + IIDTl xl1 2 = IITl xl1 2 - IIT2Tl xl1 2 + IIxl1 2 - IITl xl1 2 
IIxl1 2 - IIT2Tl xI1 2 , 
IIDTlT2xl1 2 + IIDT2Xl1 2 = IIT2xl1 2 - IITIT2xl1 2 + IIxl1 2 -IIT2x11 2 
IIxl1 2 - IITIT2xI1 2 . 
Extend the surjective linear isometry Go : X -----+ Y to the unitary transformation 
GI : X -----+ Y. It remains to show that G I can be extended to a unitary G : 9 -----+ g. 
This shaH not be too difficult, for it suffiees to show that the orthocomplements 9 eX 
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and 9 e y have the same dimension. WeIl, in the case where dim(H) < 00, we also 
have dim(Q) < 00, and the assertion trivially follows as 
dim(Q e X) = dim(Q) - dim(X)) = dim(Q) - dim(Y) = dim(Q e Y). 
If dim(H) is infinite, then clearly dim(H) = dim(Q) , and if we simply consider the 
subspace .:J := 0 E9H E9 0 E9 0 ç 9 e X, having the same dimension as H, we get 
dim(H) = dim(Q) 2 dim(Ç e X) 2 dim(.:J) = dim(H). 
Similarly, 
dim(H) = dim(Q) 2 dim(Q e Y) 2 dim(.:J) = dim(H), 
thus, dim(Q e Y) = dim(Ç e X). We now have our unitary G E H(Q) which satisfies 
(t), and VI and V2 therefore commute. 
FinaIly, for any choice of nonnegative integers nI, n2 E N the definitions of VI and 
V2 immediately give 
whence Tf1T;2 = PH V~1 V;n2 1H and the proof of part 1. is complete. 
Part 2. follows immediately from part 1. and Corollary 55. 
D 
Several deep results in analysis rely on Ando's construction, one of which we 
can now present. It is the two-variable von Neumann inequality. Its proof follows 
the same lines as that of Corollary 58. 
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Theorem 60 Let Tl and T2 be commuting contractions on a Hilbert space H. 
1. If p is a polynomial in two variables, then 
2. If Pij are polynomials in two variables for 1 ::; i, j ::; n, then 
Although the pro of of Ando's Theorem is purely geometric, we know that notions 
of positivity lurk behind the scenes. This is thanks to Proposition 18. If C(1['2) is the 
C*-algebra of continuous functions on the torus, denote by 'P2 ç C(1['2) the unital 
linear subspace of polynomials in two variables. What Theorem 60 affirms is that 
given commuting contractions Tl and T2 on H, the map 
is a unit al contraction. Therefore, by Proposition 18, the map 
'P2 + 'P; ---+ B(H) 
P(ZI, Z2) + q(ZI' Z2)* f----t p(TI, T2) + q(TI, T2)* 
is positive. A proof of this fact along the lines of Theorem 15 is still unknown. 
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The fact that Ando's theorem fails for three commuting contractions is surpris-
ing to say the least. The following example taken from [6] illustrates this. 
Example: We will construct a system {Tl, T2 , T3 } ç B(lC) of commuting contrac-
tions for which no system {UI , U2 , U3 } ç B(I:-) of commuting unitary operators can 
be found such that 
To this end choose three unitary operators W I , W2 , W3 on any Hilbert space ft such 
that 
This in itself is not difficult, just set W 2 = 171. and non commuting unitaries for 
WI and W3 • Now consider the space lC = ft E8 ft and the contraction operators 
Tj E B(lC) for j = 1,2,3 given by 
Of course {Tl, T2 , T3 } is a commuting system, for TiTj = Tj 1i = 0 for i, j = 1,2,3. 
Now suppose there existed commuting unitary operators UI , U2 , U3 on sorne Hilbert 
space t.:, such that 1j = Pr(Uj ) for j = 1,2,3. Then, for x E ft and j = 1,2,3, 
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Also note that since the Uj and Wj are unitary, 
so that Uj(x, o) = PJCUj(x, 0) = (0, Wjx). Consequently, for aH x E H, 
so U3U:;lU1(X, 0) = (0, W3W2- 1W1X). Now since U1 , U2 , U3 are commuting unitaries, 
we get that W1 W2- 1 W3 = W3 W:;l W1 a contradiction. 
Therefore, we do not have an analogue of Ando's theorem for three commut-
ing contractions. However, in the literature, [la] for instance, there is a plethora of 
dilation theorems that both resemble and rely on Ando's Theorem. For example, 
suppose T and S are contractions on a Hilbert space H that satisfy sorne 'relation' 
(R), (in Ando's case the relation is described via (R): ST = TS), we may ask 
whether there exist unitary operators (co-isometries) U and V that dilate (extend) 
Sand T respectively, and that satisfy the relation (R). If that is indeed the case, 
we say that the relation (R) admits a dilation. To whet the appetite, we shaH give 
sorne simple examples and foHow up by two applications/re-formulations of Ando's 
theorem. 
Example 1: If Sand T are contractions on H satisfying the relation ST = 0, 
clearly, there are no unitaries U and V dilating Sand T that satisfy UV = o. 
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Example 2: Suppose Sand T are contractions on H satisfying ST = S. If those 
dilate to a pair of unitaries U, V E B(K) with UV = U, then we must have that 
V = Ix:" which implies that T must have been the identity T = I7i' But this doesn't 
have to be the case, just take S = T = PM where M ç H is a proper closed subspace. 
So in general this relation does not admit a dilation. 
Example 3: Consider the polynomial p(z) = Z2 - z, and suppose T, S E B(H) are 
contractions whereby p(T) = p(S). We claim that Sand T cannot in general be 
extended to co-isometries U, V E B(K) satisfying p(U) = p(V). 
Take for instance, S = I7i and T = 0 which obviously satisfy S2 - S = 0 = T2 - T. 
Suppose U and V are co-isometric extensions of Sand T respectively that satisfy 
p(U) = p(V). Given a non-zero vector x E H, since V is surjective and VI7i = T = 0, 
we may choose a vector y E H.l such that Vy = x. In that case, 
p(V)y = (V2 - V)y = Yx - x = -x. 
On the other hand" for each u E H we have 
(p(U)y,u) = (y,p(U)*u) = (y, U2 - U) = (y, (S2 - S)u) = 0, 
so that p(U)y E H.l. This is a contradiction. 
The commutant lifting theorem and intertwining dilation theorem are due to 
Nagy and Foia§ [6]. 
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Theorem 61 (Commutant lifting theorem) Let T be a contraction on a Hilbert 
space 1i, and denote by (U, lC) the minimal unitary dilation ofT. Suppose S E B(1i) 
an operator that commutes with T, then there exists R E B(lC) that commutes with 
U su ch that 
2. IIRllop = IISllop' 
Proof: First assume that IISllop = 1. We then can employ Ando's theorem to obtain 
commuting unitary operators V and W on a space .c 2 1i such that 
A moment's thought shows that V reduces the space 
lC = CLin (U V k1i) ç;.c, 
kEZ 
and (U := Vk, lC) is the minimal unitary dilation of T. Decomposing the operators 
V and W relative to .c = lC EB lC..l, we get 
It is now clear that U and R commute since V and W commute. Moreover, using 
the decomposition, for any nE N, Vnk = un and PK;Wk = R, so that PK;WVnk = 
Run. Therefore, as claimed 
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Sinee T is a contraction and IIRllop < IIWllop by its very definition, the last line 
grants 
1 ~ IISllop ~ IIRllop ~ IIWllop ~ 1, 
whenee 1 = IIRllop = IISllop' 
For the general case, it is simply a matter of rescaling. 
o 
Before venturing into the next result, a simple definition is in order. If Tl E 
B(1t I ) and T2 E B(1t2 ) are operators on distinct Hilbert spaees, is there a notion of 
Tl and T2 commuting? 
Definition 62 Suppose Tl and T2 are operators on 1t1 and 1t2 respectively. Sup-
pose there is an A E B(1t I ,1t2 ) su ch that ATI = T2A, then we shall say that A 
intertwines Tl and T2 • 
Theorem 63 (Intertwining dilation theorem) Let Tl and T2 be contractions on 
1t1 and 1t2 respectively with (UI , KI) and (U2 , K 2 ) respective minimal unitary dila-
tions. Suppose there is an S E B(1t I , 1t2 ) intertwining Tl and T2 , then there exists 
an R E B(KI , K 2 ) intertwining UI and U2 su ch that 
1. STr = p'H2RUrl'Hl = P'H2U:;RI'HI = T;:S, 
2. IISllop = IIRllop' 
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Proof: Utilizing Proposition 36, the minimal dilation of 
(Tl 0 ) E B(HI EB H 2 ) T= 
o T2 
is (UI 0 ) E B(JC l EB J(2 ). u= 
o U2 
Since S intertwines Tl and T2 , we have that T commutes with S:= (; : ). We 
can therefore apply the commutant lifting theorem to Sand obtain R = ( AR DB) 
that commutes with U, that is R intertwines Ul and U2 , and such that 
or equivalently, 
which indicates, after equating the (2,1) entries, that STr = p1t2RUrl1tl. lnduc-
tively we also have that STr = T!):S and RUr = U2 R so that T!):S = P1t2 U2 RI1tl is 
also satisfied. 
Finally, using part 2. in the commutant lifting theorem we get 
IISllop ::; IIRllop ::; IIRll op = IISllop = IISllop' 
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~. 
so that IIRllop = IISllop as claimed. 
D 
For the sake of brevity, our journey into the vast topic of dilation theorems 
ends here, although much more can be presented. For more interesting dilation 
results, consult [10]. Remember that Ando's theorem failed for three commuting 
contractions. An alternate way to establish this fact is to show that von Neumann's 
inequality actually fails (in general) for three commuting contractions. For if an ana-
logue of Ando's result were to exist for three commuting contractions, then a fortiori 
von Neumann would hold. We now give two such examples, the first, which is due 
to Kaijser-Varapoulos, can be found in [11]. 
Example 1: The three commuting contractions operate on C5 . 
0 
1 
T1 = 0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
T2 = 1 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
1/V3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1/V3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
-1/V3 
o 
o 
o 
o 
0 
0 
0 
0 
0 
o 
o 
o 
o 
o -1/V3 1/V3 -1/V3 0 
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Set 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
T3 = 0 0 0 0 0 
1 0 0 0 0 
0 
-1/v'3 -1/v'3 1/v'3 0 
If Œ = (ŒI, Œ2, Œ3, Œ4, (5)t E «::5 is a unit vector, then for j = 1,2,3, 
so Tl, T2 , T3 are contractions. As for commuting, we easily compute 
0 0 0 0 0 
(" 0 0 0 0 0 
n~=~n=nn=nn=~n=n~= 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
-1/v'3 0 0 0 0 
Moreover, if we are to build a suit able polynomial, we ought to consider the square 
terms and find that 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
Ti = Ti = Ti = 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
1/v'3 0 0 0 0 
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Therefore, if we consider the polynomial in three complex variables given by 
p(T1 , T2 , T3 ) is readily computed as 
0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
p(T1 , T2 , T3 ) = 0 0 0 0 0 
0 0 0 0 0 
3V3 0 0 0 0 
from which IIp(T1 , T2 , T3 )llop = 3V3 follows immediately. 
Now by the maximum modulus theorem, 
Ilpllu = sup Ip(Zl' Z2, z3)1 
IZ lI9,l z219,lz319 
is attained at a point (eiu , eiv , eiw ), for sorne u,v,w E [0, 27r]. One laboriously com-
putes 
15 + 2cos[2(u - v)] + 2cos[2(u - w)] + 2cos[2(v - w)] 
4cos(2u - v - w) - 4cos(2v - u - w) - 4cos(2w - u - v). 
Using calculus techniques, we maximize this as a function F : [0,27r] X [0,27r] X 
[0,27r] ----+ IR+ and find this value to be 25. Consequently, Ilpllu = 5. But, 3V3 > 5 
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; 
and von Neumann's inequality fails in this case! 
The next example appears in Crabb and Davie's paper [12]. 
Example 2: Consider an 8-dimensional Hibert space ri with orthonormal basis 
{e,f1,12,h,91,92,93,h}. Let Tl, T2, T3 E B(ri) be given by 
T1e = ft T2e= 12 T3e= h 
Td1 = -91 T2f1 = 93 T3ft = 92 
Td2 = 93 T212 = -92 T312 = 91 
Td3 = 92 T2h = 91 Td3 = -93 
T191 = h T291 = 0 T391 = 0 
T192 = 0 T292 = h T392 = 0 
T193 = 0 T293 = 0 T393 = h 
T1h = 0 T2h = 0 T3h = 0 
Clearly Tl, T2 and T3 are partial isometries hence contractions. Aiso note that 
TiTjh 
TiTje 
TiTj 9k 
0, i, j = 1,2,3. 
9k, i =J j, k =J i or j. 
0, i, j, k = 1,2,3. 
h if i, j, k are an different, 
-h if i = j = k, 
o otherwise. 
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Tl, T2 , and T3 are therefore commuting. We can look at the polynomial 
Using the same techniques as in the previous example, we find that Ilpll < 4. Also, 
p(TI , T2 , T3 )e = 4h, so that IIp(TI , T2 , T3 )llop 2: 4, which negates a von Neumann 
inequality for 3 operators. 
Once von Neumann's inequality fails for three commuting contractions, it fails 
for n 2: 3. It is interesting to note however, that for each n 2: 3, one can exhibit 
n commuting contractions on sorne Hilbert space that do satisfy von Neumann's 
inequality, but do not dilate to commuting unitaries. We shall not present this fact 
here. Even though von Neumann fails (in general) for n 2: 3, one may inquire as 
to whether it holds in general up to a constant that would depend on n. Thus, the 
question is, given contractions Tl, . .. ,Tn E B(1i), and a polynomial in n variables 
p, does there exist a constant en such that 
where of course, Ilpll][}n denotes the sup-norm of p on the poly disk IOln? This question 
is still open. We can, however, establish two weakened versions of the inequality. For 
the first result, we relax the condition IITj Il op ::; 1 for j = 1, ... ,n and simply require 
~7=1 IITjll~p ::; 1. In that case, Nagy and Foia§ prove the following theorem which 
we shall not wade through here for the sake of brevity. The argument can be found 
in [6]. The subsequent corollary follows immediately. 
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Theorem 64 Suppose {SI,"" Sn} ç B(H) is a commutative system of contractions 
with ~7=1 IISjll~p S 1. Then {SI, ... , Sn} admits a commutative dilation system of 
unitaries {UI , ... ,Un}. 
Corollary 65 If {SI,"" Sn} ç B(H) is a commutative system of contractions with 
~7=1 IISjll~p S 1, and p is a complex polynomial in n variables, we have that 
The following employs the previous corollary and appears in Arthur Lubin's 
paper [13]. 
Proposition 66 Let {Tl, . .. ,Tn } ç B(H) be commuting contractions, and p a poly-
no mi al in n complex variables. Then 
IIp(TI , ... , Tn)llop S sup Ip(ZI,"" zn)l· 
IZjl::;Vrï 
Proof: For each j = 1, ... , n, set Sj = n-I / 2Tj . Then 
Given a polynomial P(ZI' ... ,zn), define the polynomial q via 
Applying the preceding corollary for {SI, ... , Sn}, we obtain the desired 
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< SUp Iq(Wl, ... ,wn)l= SUp Ip(VnWl, ... ,Vnwn)1 
IWjl9 IWjl9 
SUp Ip(Zl"'" Zn)l. 
IZjl:S;fo 
D 
4.3 The U niversal Operator Algebra for Commuting Contractions 
We close this section with the abstract definition of an operator algebra that is 
motivated by the open question stated above. Although every idea here works for a 
general n ;::: 2, we shan show only the case for n = 3. Again, P3 denotes the algebra 
of polynomials in three variables. Given p E P3 define 
Ilpllu := sup{llp(T1 , T2 , T3 ) Ilop ; an 3-tuple of commuting contractions on an Hilbert spaces} 
This quantity is indeed finite, for if p = LJ ŒJZ J , where each J is a 3-index, then 
since we're dealing with contractions, Ilpllu ::; LJ IŒJI. Obviously the conditions 
Ilpllu = 0 and p =1= 0 le ad to absurdity. Therefore Il . Ilu is in fact a norm on P3 . 
Claim 1: For a fixed polynomial p E P3, there exists a Hilbert space 'Hp and a 3-tuple 
of commuting contractions T1p , T2p , T3p E B('Hp), su ch that 
By the definition of Ilpllu, we can choose a sequence of Hilbert spaces ('Hk)~l 
and a sequence of 3-tuples of commuting contractions ({T1,k, T2,k, T3,k} )~l where 
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Looking at the diagram, we define Tlp , T2p , T3p as 
Tlk T2k T3k 
00 00 00 
Tlp := E9Tlk T2p := E9T2k T3p := E9T3k 
k=l k=l k=l 
E B(H- I ) 
E B(H-2) 
E B(H-3) 
E B(H-k) 
00 
E B(E9 H-k). 
k=l 
Note that IITIPll op = sUPk IITlkll op :::; 1, so Tlp is a contraction. The same goes for T2p 
and T3p . Since operations are component wise, Tlp , T2p , T3p are commuting. Finally, 
00 
IIp(Tlp , T2p , T3P)ll op = E9p(TI ,k, T2,k, T3,k) 
k=l op 
which proves Claim 1. 
Claim 2: There exists a Hilbert space H-P3 and three commuting contractions Tl, T2, T3 
on H-P3 such that 
U tilizing Claim 1, we define Tl, T2, T3 
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as commuting contractions on Hp3 := EBpEP 3 Hp. Claim 1 also grants that for any 
polynomial q E P3 we have 
Ilq(T1, T2 , T3 ) Ilop = E9 q(T1p , T2p , T3p ) 
PEP3 
as claimed. 
= sup Ilq(T1p , T2p , T3P)ll op = Ilqllu. 
pEP3 op 
Therefore, consistent with the notations of Claim 2, we have a map 
defined by 
which in fact an isometric isomorphism. 
The same procedure holds for Mm (P3 ) where for an m x m matrix of polynomials in 
three variables (Pij) , we set 
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where the supremum is again taken over the family of an 3-tuples of commuting 
contractions on an Hilbert spaces. We calI (P3' 11·llu,m) the universal operator algebra 
for 3-tuples of commuting contractions. 
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CHAPTER 5 
Only Hilbert Will Do 
This section is devoted to showing the exclusiveness of von Neumann's Inequal-
ity to Hilbert spaces. That is, given a Banach space X, if von Neumann's inequality 
ho Ids for every contraction acting on X, the latter permits the definition of an inner 
product and is thus a Hilbert space. This result is fiooring to say the least. We 
essentially follow the arguments of Foia§ [8] and Ficken [9]. 
The geometry of an inner product (Hilbert) space is particular. If a normed 
space X admits an scalar product, with (x, x) = IIxl1 2 for x E X, the parallelogram 
law 
is a necessity. It was Jordan and von Neumann who demonstrated that for a normed 
space to permit the definition of an inner product, condition (t) is sufficient. In that 
case, the formula 
defines a scalar product. In a real space, just take the real part. We now present an 
alternate necessary and sufficient condition given by Ficken [9]. 
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Theorem 67 Let (X, II· Il) be a normed space(real or complex). Then X admits an 
inner product if and only if the condition 
x, y E X, Ilxll = Ilyll, p, q E IR ~ Ilpx + qyll = Ilqx + pyll· (t) 
is satisfied. 
Proof: Necessity is not problematic. In the real case, if Il'llx is realized through an 
inner product, then for p and q real and Ilxll = Ilyll, we have 
(px + qy,px + qy) = p211xl12 + 2pq(x, y) + q211yl12 
p211yl12 + 2pq(y, x) + q211xl12 = Ilpy + qx11 2 • 
The complex case is similar, whenever Ilxll = Ilyll and p, q E IR, 
(px + qy,px + qy) = p211xl12 + pq(x, y) + qp(y, x) + q211yl12 
p211yl12 + qp(x, y) + pq(y, x) + q211xl12 = Ilpy + qx11 2 • 
We now embark on proving the sufficiency of condition (t). 
Claim 1: If x,y E X with Ilxll = Ilyll = IIX~YII, then x = y. 
WeIl, since Ilx+yll = 112yll condition (t) gives Ilx+y-2(2y)11 = 112(x+y)-2yll = 211xll, 
in other words, the relation 
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11(2n + l)(x - y) - 2yll = 211xll = 211yll 
holds for n = O. For the general case, we proceed by induction. Assuming the 
relation is true for n, use condition (:j:) with p = 2 and q = 2n + 3 which gives 
112[(2n + l)(x - y) - 2y] + (2n + 3)(2y)11 11(2n + 3)[(2n + l)(x - y) - 2y] + 2(2y)11 
(2n + 1)211xll (2n + 1)11 [(2n + 3)(x - y) - 2ylll 
211xll 11(2n + 3)(x - y) - 2yll, 
the desired equality for n+ 1. Subjecting this equality to the triangle inequality gives 
211yll = 11(2n + l)(x - y) - 2yll ~ 11(2n + l)(x - y)ll- 211yll, 
which yields Ilx - yll ::::; ~~i for n = 0,1,2, ... , whence x = y. 
Claim 2: For x, y E X, Ilx + yll < Ilxll + Ilyll unless Ilxlly = Ilyllx. 
Without loss of generality, we may assume that Ilxll ::::; Ilyll. Then 
Ilx + yll - \\x + Ilxllll~1I - Ilxllll~1I + Ilyllll~II\\ = \\x + Ilxllll~1I + (11yll - Ilxll) II~II\\ 
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~ Ilx + "X"Il~1I11 + Ilyll - Ilxll· 
Now look at the first term on the right, namely Ilx + IlxlltJïll. Setting w = x and 
z = IlxlltJï, we have that Ilwll = Ilzll. If Ilw + zll = Ilwll + Ilzll = 211wll, then Claim 1 
says that w = z, that is Ilxlly = Ilyllx. Therefore, unless Ilxlly = Ilyllx, we have that 
Ilx + yll ~ Ilx + "x"Il~1I11 + lIyll - Ilxll < Ilxll + Ilxll ::~:: + Ilyll - Ilxll = Ilxll + Ilyll· 
as daimed. 
Claim 3: Given u, v E X and r ElO, 00[, then 
I{t E lR; Ilu+t(v - u)11 = r}1 ~ 2. 
(' If u = ° or v = 0, or if u and v are linearly dependent, the assertion is obvious. 
Assume therefore that u and v are non-zero and linearly independent. We will first 
tackle the real case, the complex case will follow after making a simple geometric 
observation. If the daim is false we may find linearly independent vectors x and y 
membersof{u+t(v-u); tE lR} andathird vectorz = (l-s)x+sy,O < s < 1 which 
belongs to the interior of the line segment joining x and y which satisfy Ilxll = Ilyll = 
Ilzll = r. Since x and y are independent, we cannot have Iisyli (1- s)x = 11(1- s)xllsy 
and therefore by Claim 2, 
Ilzll < 11(1- s)xll + Iisyli = (1 - s)llxll + sllyll = Ilxll, 
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a contradiction. 
Now the problem in the complex case is the definition of our vector z. WeIl, if X 
has complex scalars, and x, y E X, the line segment joining x and y is given by 
l(x, y) := {p = (1 - a)x + ay ; a E C, Ilx - pli + IIp - yll = Ilx - yll}· 
If a vector p E l(x, y), then 
Ilx - ax - y + ayll + Ilax + y - ay - yll Ilx-yll 
11- allix - yll + lallix - yll Ilx-yll 
which amounts to saying that a is real and 0 ::; a ::; 1. The proof of Claim 3 therefore 
follows in the complex case as weIl. 
Claim 4: Jordan and von Neumann's condition (t) follows from (t). 
Let x, y E X. Again the result is trivial unless x =J. 0, y =1- 0 and x and y are linearly 
independent. We use condition (t) to obtain 
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Ilx+yll IIX - y + 2yll = x-y y - ~ Ilx - yll + ~ M 
p q 
- 1121Iy",,~ = ~II + Ilx - Y"II~IIII 
-
Il 211yll x + (11x - yl12 - 211y112) yll 
Ilx - yll Ilx - yll . Ilyll . 
Multiplying both si des by Ilx - yll . Ilyll gives 
We may repeat the above manipulation, this time writing, Ilx + yll = Ily - x + 2xll, 
which yields 
Repeating the procedure twice more, using Ilx - yll = Ilx + y - 2yll and Ily - xii = 
Ily + x - 2xll respectively give the equalities 
Ilx + yll . Ilx - yll . Ilyll - 11211yl12x + (211y112 - Ilx + yI12)yll, (3) 
Ilx + yll· Ilx - yll' Ilyll - 11211yl12x + (211x112 - Ilx + yI12)yll· (4) 
Now set r = Ilx + yll'llx - yll·llyll > 0, u = 211yl12x and v = y + u, and utilize Claim 
3. We find that among that there are at most two distinct real numbers among the 
following li st of four scalars 
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t l - Ilx - yl12 - 211y112, 
t 2 Ilx - yl12 - 211x11 2, 
t 3 211yl12 - Ilx + y112, 
t 4 - 211xl12 - IIX + y112. 
Notice at once that if t l = t 4 condition (t) is satisfied. The same goes for t 2 = t 3. If 
t l = t3 and t 2 = t 4 then we have 
giving (t). If none ofthese is the case, we must have t l = t 2 and t 3 = t 4, which yields 
Ilxll = Ilyll· We may assume that Ilx + yll = Ilx - yll as well. If not, then simply 
apply (t) to x' := x + y and y' := x - y which nicely yields (t) for x and y. Now, 
let us apply the triangle inequality to equation (1), remembering that x and y are 
independent, which gives us 
If h = Ilx - yl12 - 211yl12 > 0 we get 
Ilx + yll'lIx - yll·llyll < 211yl12 . Ilxll + (11x - yl12 - 211y112)llyll = Ilx _ yl12 ·llyll· 
whence the contradiction Ilx + yll < Ilx - yll. On the other hand if t l = Ilx - yl12 -
211yl12 < 0, we have 
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Ilx + yll . Ilx - yll . Ilyll 11211yl12x - (211y112 - Ilx - y112)yll 
> 211y11211xll- (211y112 - Ilx - y112)llyll = Ilx _ y11211yll· 
whence the contradiction Ilx + yll > Ilx - yll. It therefore follows that t l = 0 = t2 · 
In much the same way t 3 = t 4 = 0, and together condition (t) is met. 
This completes the proof of Claim 4 and the theorem. 
D 
The main result of this section is close by. Remember that von Neumann's 
inequality gave access to a symbolic calculus for contractions acting on Hilbert spaces. 
That is, given a contraction T E B(H), for each f E H(]jJ)) there is an operator 
f(T) E B(H) with Ilf(T)llop :s; IlfllIll>. This motivates the concept of spectral sets, 
which we shall shortly define in a more general setting. For the moment, consider 
a compact subset of the plane K ç C, and the C*-algebra C(K) of continuous 
functions on K. Define a subalgebra of C(K) as follows, 
p(x) . 
R(K):= {q(x) ; p,q polynommls, q =1= 0 on K}. 
If TE B(H) is such that a(T) ç K, then for any p/q E R(K) we have the operator 
p(T)q(T)-l. In this way we may attempt to define a homomorphism 
ct : R(K) ~ B(H) 
p/q f---+ p(T)q(T)-l. 
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If Œ is weIl defined and IIŒII ::; 1, K is said to be a spectral set for T. With this 
terminology, von Neumann's inequality can be interpreted as saying that T E B(1-l) 
is a contraction if and only if the closed unit disk li) is a spectral set for T. 
The notion of a spectral set for bounded operators acting on Hilbert spaces was 
introduced by von Neumann, but it also applies to the more general case of Banach 
algebras with unit. 
Definition 68 Let A be a unital Banach algebra and suppose a E A. Then a subset 
K ç C is said ta be a spectral set for a, provided that whenever p/q E R(K) is a 
rational function with IIp/qllK ::; 1, p(a)q(a)-l exists and IIp(a)q(a)-lll ::; 1. 
In particular, if (X, 11·11) is a Banach space, the set of bounded operators acting 
on X, B(X), is a unital Banach algebra. Foia§ proved the foIlowing eye-boggling 
result in [8]. 
Theorem 69 Let X be a Banach space. If the closed unit disk IDl is a spectral set 
for every contraction T E B(X), then X is necessarily a Hilbert space. 
Proof: For any scalar a E <C with lai < 1, we have the Blaschke factor 
z+a 
Ba(z) = _, for z E lI). 
1 + az 
The fact that IBa(z)1 ::; 1 on li) , ensures that for every contraction T, the operator 
Ba(T) = (T + aI) (1 + aT)-l exists and IIBa(T) Il ::; 1. In that case, we have for any 
vector v E X, 
II(T + aI)(I + aTt1vll ::; Ilvll· 
Equivalently, if u E X is arbitrary, setting (I + aT)u = v, we get 
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II(T + aI)ull ::; II(I + aT)ull, for every u E X. (1) 
Replacing a by a poses no problem, and it also yields 
Il (T + aI)ull ::; Il (I + aT)ull, for every u E X. (2) 
Keep in mind that (1) and (2) are valid for any contraction T and any scalar lai < 1. 
With that as arsenal we may proceed. 
Suppose we are given x, y E X with Ilxll = Ilyll > O. By the Hahn-Banach extension 
theorem, 
:J JE X* with IIJII = Ilxll-1 and J(x) = 1, 
:J 9 E X* with Ilgll = Ilyll-1 and g(y) = 1. 
Now define Tl, T2 E B(X) as follows, 
Tlç J(ç)y, ç E X, 
T2ç g(ç)x, ç E X. 
It immediately follows that Tl and T2 are contractions. lndeed, 
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Therefore, submit the contractions Tl and T2 to (1) and (2) respectively, using u = x 
in (1) and u = y in (2). What we get is 
Ily + axll < IIx + ayll, and 
IIx+ayli < lIy+axll, 
whence lIax + yll = IIx + ayll for lai < 1. Also, if lai = 1, 
lIax + yll = lIa(x + ay)1I = lal'lIx + ayll = IIx + ayll· 
Furthermore, if lai> 1, set b = lia, and in conjunction with the ab ove , 
lIax+yll = lal'lIx+byli = lal·llbx+yll = IIx+ayll· 
We then have that lIax + yll = IIx + ayll holds for every scalar a E cc. 
Finally, if p, q E IR, put a = plq in the previous to yield 
IIpx + qyll = Iql· IIEx + yll = Iql· IIx + Eyll = IIqx + pyll, 
q q 
which also holds for x = y = O. By Ficken's result, this equality characterizes Hilbert 
spaces. 
o 
Remember, T E B(H) is a contraction if and only if the closed unit disk IIJ) is a 
spectral set for T. Therefore, we end with 
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Corollary 70 J. von Neumann's inequality is exclusive ta Hilbert spaces. 
o 
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